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Benjamin Thompson put into Vinal
tion and very reaaonable
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!
Tbe Rockland Gazette wa» estab Haven Thursday night reporting
lished ln 1846
In 1874 the Courier I that twn riorip, hnf1 |¥.Pnm. „nnr
was established and consolidated with ’ lnal lwo aorle-s naa Wcome separ
the Gazette In 1882
The Free Press ated from the craft when dense
was established In 1855 and In 1891
changed Its name to the Tribune fog settled over the area three miles
These papers consolidated March 17.
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CHEST WORKERS READY
mu

“The Black Cat”

i

Thirteen Skeletons On Ulmer Lot Including Great Annual Drive Will Start Monday Night

Child Which Looked Natural As Life

—Some Pointed Questions

So numerous were the (B's ln the
Monday night at 6 30 comes the Monday night, Aug. 8, at 6 30. Lions
Workmen engaged yesterday ln late Augustus Ulmer, a prominent
Rockland City Directory of 1899
that Tlie Courier-Gazette is able demolishing the old Andrew Ulmer Grace street resident. The fea opening gun of the 1938 Community Club will be present in a body Wed
to republish only a portion of them. tomb between Grace and Park tures appeared to be as well pre Chest campaign when the "kick nesday noon.
The goal is set at $7750. with the
And here are some of the advertis streets, ln order to obtain granite served as at the time of the burial. off" supper for workers and inter
needs of the participating organi
The land on which the tomb
ers under the B classifications;
—7
east of Seal Island.
for a WPA, project, unearthed 13 stood is now the property of Mrs. ested citizens will be held in Temple zation at peak load. It Ls essential
By the Roving Reporter
Bakers—Flint Bros., Connevy E.
The men landed safely at Matir.ihall with the supper served by the that the goal be made, else another
•t ♦ *
skeletons which were promptly re Harold A. Thomas
* j cus an(j enjoyed breakfast at thc Rising, Fred Rising.
The tomb has been frequently ladies of the Congregational Church year each of the participating otburied on the same spot.
That man may last, but never •» home of Weston Ames, their first
Bands—Rockland Military Band.
They also excavated a small metal violated 'by children in the past Brief talks and final organization ganizations would have to stage its
“They'll never find anybody to
lives, who much receives but •••
J. Fred Morang. leader; Meservey's casket in which a glass protected the few years, and police called on one of workers will be in order at this own financial campaign with great take his place.” How o'ten you
♦ nothin; gives.—Thomas Olbbons ♦ meal since leaving the schooner.
The men—Robert Walsh and Brass Quintet, Col. G. Fred MeserKlwanis Club will be duplication of time, effort and ex hear tliat statement. And It re
features of the occupant. The name occasion found a group playing meeting.
Percy Davis, both of Portland were j vey. leader.
pense. It is much easier to give calls the story I once heard * So
present.
plate indicated that the deceased hockey with a skull.
j conveyed to the Benjamin Thomp-| Banks—Limerock National. North
The drive will be in full swing on once to cover all than to give five cialist speaker tell in Post Office
was Ann Charlotte Ulmer, aged 2
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas have had
son by the Coast Guard patrol boat i National, Rockland National, Rock- years, and Identified through the tomb relocked on numerous oc Tuesday with a noonday luncheon separate times.
8quarc. Said he: “Get a bowl of
! AB-58 sent from the Rockland base land Trust Co
This intensely interesting cate water and insert one of your
Wednesday at Temple hall and an
Eaton's history as a sister of the casions.
Commissioner of Sen and Shore j
other on Friday. The victory sup chism tells much vital news about fingers In it. Then remove your
Wholesale Beef Dealers—Rock
Fisheries Arthur R. Greenleaf said I
per will be held in the same hall the Chest:
land Beef Co. TTiorndike & Hix.
finger and the hole it leaves is the
Thursday he had denied a petition
size of the hole a man leaves when
Bicycles-^J. F. Gregory & Son.
he departs this earth."
Alfred Murray.
signed by Monhegan municipal offi- |
United Slates Senator Frederick
Bicycle
Repairers
—
Blaisdell
&
cers who sought to have shortened
Sometimes a person is led into
Hale, of Portland last night an Johnston. Morse. Trussell & Mc
the closed time for lobster fishing
envying
the proprietors of those
To
the
Citizens
of
Rockland:
—
nounced that he would not be a Loon. William C. Robinson .Benja
In tliat section The petitioners de-1
wayside inns and other summer
min
Snear,
Standard
Plating
Co.
As Mayor of the City of Rockland, 1 heartily endorse the pur
sired to have the closed time from i «ndldate for the Republican nomplaces which appear to be making
Bill Posters—Oorh am L. Black,
poses of the Community Chest and the work it supports. We have
I.me 25 to Oct 1 changing the lnatlon in the 1940 Primaries. His |
o,«.s.
money "hand over fist " Does he
June 25 to Oct. I. changing tne
Charles H. Cables. C D Chaples .
the resources lo finance this splendid and necessary program and
realize how brief the season. and
present regulations prohibiting lob01 orace W1H expire in i!Mi.
BiUiards_o«,ro«.
, ■
, Senator Hale made his announce11 lards—Oeorge Blood. Central
I feel confident that thr public spirited and generous citizens of
how many hours of labor It entails
ster fishing from June 25 to Dec. 1.
djnner Qf Billiard Hall. C D. Chaples. Mcthe community will respond generously. The need Ls greater than
A most auspicious start was given flare for the theatre—Harry Bur
each day. “Nate" Saunders, pro
Oreenleaf made his decision follow- t,)e Mglw Councl, of Young
, Intire * O'Neil. Stephen F O'Brien.
ever.
the summer entertainment social nelt- America's foremost puppeteer
prietor of a well known resort Just
Following
ts a—
partial
list of resi- 
E. R. VEAZIE, Mayor.
ing a public hearing and a “careful publlcan C)ubs in
—...........
------------.
.u
i _____
Forman Brown, who has been called
above Glen Cove tells me that he
season when
the tt
Yale
Puppeteers
dents
under
the
letter
B.
investigation."
, land
"the Cole Porter of puppetry," and
put in 21 '4 hours one day. If you
Babb, Alfred I., night foreman presented their amazingly different
Brandon An innovation of
think that Is all the rest you need,
Is the Community Chest idea of raising funds a desirable one?
Rockland Star, bds 301 Main.
"It's a Small World." A tropical > -ple Yale Puppeteers is this unusual
WANT OPEN SEASON
try
it some time.
Babb. Edgar O , ship carpenter, h musical revue in 20 scenes, the pro- open type stage, which allows the
ANNOUNCEMENT
Yes! It is in line with the most modern method of doing this work
I have leased the plant for
14 Florence.
Orders have been issued to the
Repeal of a closed time on lob Babbage, Richard R., truckman, h duction combined with startling audience to view their manipula- and while it is not perfect, it is the best method yet devised and is being
merly operated by the Itte M. S.
technique and rollicking originality tions of the puppets as well as to used by more than 450 Communities throughout the Country. It makes for Maine Central Railroad to install
Rick and am now equipped to do
sters during the months of July and
5'i Carrolls Lane
all work promptly and expertly in
August in the tidewaters of the Babbedge. Alvah. mail carrier, h 10 | people and puppets in a most de- enjoy the marionettes themselvs as efficiency, economy, and a more equitable distribution of funds available two, two-way automatic flasher
ACETYLENE WELDING
lightful manner.
j they go through their Joyous paces among the agencies.
type signals with bells or gongs at
town of Jonesboro, was requested in
Gay St. Place.
MACHINIST. BLACKSMITH
"Puppets
are
people
with
strings
The
Puppeteers
decided
on
this
What
was
the
amount
raised
in
1937?
the
Main street crossing In Wiscas
a petition to Commissioner Green Babbidge. Edward H„ farmer, h
Twenty-nine yean in the weld
and people are puppets withoui j unique procedure when the audiset A dangerous place, certainly;
$7.586 55.
ing business
leaf. The petition was signed by a
Thomaston street.
Established since 1919
and this is the era when a shocked
What is the goal for 1938?
number of citizens many of whom Babbidge. Fred W.. painter, h Upper ’em," sing the Yale Puppeteers, as ences professed great Interest in thc
GOOCH WELDING CO.
they blithely take such characters technical side of gpuppetry and an
The real and necessary goal is an Oversubscription of the minimum world Ls demanding "Safety First"
are fishermen Greenleaf said that
Camden.
R. A. (.00(11
he would call a public hearing to Babbidge. James G„ paper hanger, as Hitler. Mussolini and Emperor hour was spent after the actual per goal of $7,750.00.
678 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND
It may be true that “.'here's noth
Hirchito and hold them up to the formance was over giving demon
Can this goal be realized?
discuss (he situation, in the near
TEL. 1055
h 25 Maverick
ing
new under tlie sun," but The
piercing
light
of
tiny
spotlights
stratlons
of
the
fascinating
but
dif
•
90-98
Yes, it surely can, if every citizen financially able to do so will give,
future.
Babbidge. Melbum M. coal steve
Courier-Gazette had a new experi
which pick out their grotesque man- ficult task of puppet manipulating, not as little as they must but as much as they can.
dore, h Thomaston street.
ence Thursday when a woman
nerisms and show them ln their The open stage also gives the pupWhat is the aggregate total of the Agencies Budgets?
Bachelder. Adelbert R, (Bachelder
called by phone to say that she
true absurdities.
peteers' voices greater range and
$13,754.72.
Of
this
amount
only
56%
is
sought
through
the
Community
& Dodge) custom tailors, 341
was about to stop her paper when
Famous people of all walks of life subtlety. So keen was the interest Chest appeal to meet their operating deficits.
WARD SEVEN SCHOOLS
Main, h 14 Oak
she
read The Black Cat Item asking
have been carved into lifelike figures that the enthusiastic audience
Are these Budgets carefully examined?
Bachelder & Dodge, (A. R Bach
The School Committee has received a petition signed
contributors not to capitalise beano.
and move upon the stage with all' insisted on going back stage and
Yes.
and
as
a
result
of
the
budget
conferences
and
the
detailed
infor.
elder. W. J. Dodge) custom tail
by representative citizens of Ward 7, requesting a public
the reality of their human counter studying the marionettes in detail mation furnished by the member agencies, the Budget Committee draws The Idea met with her approval
ors. 341 Main
hearing relative to the closing of the Highland and Ken
parts. The theatre was represent and learning flrst hand the secrets the conclusion of well kept accounts, carefully supervised expenditures and and she will stay on the lists. And
Bachelder. Fannie M., clerk Fuller
Tlie Black Cat will get an extra
ner Hill Schools. In view of this fact the Committee
ed by marionettes of Helen Hayes of operation which kept the Pup intelligent direction.
& Cobb, h 14 Oak
ha* set the date for AUGUST 3 at 7.30 P. M. in the City
saucer of milk for that.
as Queen Victoria. Katherine Cor peteers 54 weeks on Broadway and
How many individuals contributed in 1937?
Bachelder. Lucius F., physician, 14
Council Rooms. It is urged tha! interested citizens
nell in "The Barretts," Alfred Lunt 98 weeks in Hollywood.
Approximately 2000. Of this number, 173 contributed $6.063 00 or
Oak. h do.
When Bill Fogg visited the ally
attend this hearing and present their views on either side
and Lynn Fontaine as the leading
An urgent desire was expressed 66': of the amount realized ln 1937, Indicating that many potential givers
Bailey, Mrs. 8. C.. h 23 Maple
(Boston,
probably) he bought a
of the question, that a conclusion might be reached which
players of "Amphitryon" and Alex ln many quarters that the Pup in Rockland are not contributing.
Baker, Arthur S., h 10 Franklin.
Charlie McCarthy, and brought the
would be for the best interests of all concerned.
ander Woolcott as himself. The peteers return to Camden in the
May subscribers designate the agencies to which they wish tlieir gifts figure home in triumph in his car.
91-92
Baker Fulf J., engineer, h 3 Linden. dance was upheld by Martha Gra near future under auspices of one
applied?
Baker Harry T., collegian, h 10 ham. Painting by a reproduction
Crossing the Kennebec Bridge
of the charities and present a re
Yes, and their wishes will be strictly followed. Space is reserved for "Charlie" sat gravely beside the
Franklin
of the well known Whistler “mother'' peat performance. This presenta
driver, back to the two passengers.
Baker. Jesse R., (Cochran. Baker & and John L. Lewis was on hand to tion. flrst in . the most impressive this purpose on the back of the pledge card.
Do the Summer visitors contribute?
Tlie toll tender cast a critical eye
Cross) insurance agents. 406 represent labor in an hilarious scene group under title of the Camden
Last year $1,200.00 was received from summer residents in Rockland into Fogg's car and said: "Driver
Main, h 10 Franklin.
in heaven. Mrs. Roosevelt, who Town Hall Series, is under the gen
Baker. Lillian M., bookkeeper, gets around a bit herself, was not eral management of Paul G. Anglim and vicinity. The Rockland Community Chest greatly appreciates this and four." The joke was so good
that Bill paid real money for a
Cochran, Baker & Cross, h 10 surprised to find herself with this of Wollaston. Mass, the local direc generous response.
What Agencies participate in the Rockland Community Chest?
bogus person.
Franklin.
distinguished
company
of
50
of
the
tion
being
in
the
competent
hands
In accordance with the will of the late Miss
j Balcomb, Mrs Sarah J., housekeep world's eminents.
of Miss Helen Frame of The Bat
Mrs A S. Snow, 12 Gorham ave
er, 45 Thomaston street.
The only truly serious scene was tery. Belfast.
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.
THE AMERICAN REfi CROSS
nue. Brookline. Mass , writes; "The
Banfield. Julia H.. widow George, “No More War." The other phases
The ushers included Misses Edith
This Agency offers a most complete ’ype of expert nursing service black cat living next door to us,
21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the
dressmaker. 2 Main, bds do.
of the production gently but keenly Hary. Polly Healy. Nancy Hobbs to all citizens of the community. Bedside care, attendance at childbirth,
Banks. Mrs. Mary A., widow, h 12 satirized the foibles of the great Freda Burkett, Dorothy Lord, Ruth health habit instruction, case work and clinics are Included ln the Visit who roves no farther than over
best piazza chairs on rainy nights,
public on Wednesday, Aug. 3, from 1 0 A. M.
Middle.
and near great—a swift, tongue-in- Damary, May and Lillian Morris of ing Nurse's routine. The American Red Cross plays a vital part in the
rejoices in the name of 'Marco
prevention
of
disease
and
promotion
of
health
in
Rockland.
Barber Jesse C.. boarding house. 87 cheek performance that kept the Camden, and Misses Nancy McLel
Polo Would it not be more appro
to 2 P. M. Admission $ 1.00.
HOME
FOR
AGED
WOMEN
Union.
thoroughly appreciative audience in lan, Jean Miller. Mary 'Whitman and
priate
for your Black Cat? Nine
The tragedy of old age becomes doubly pathetic when Its victims are
Barker, Florence A., laundress, h. a continuous chuckle of amused in Nancy Miller of Belfast, all charm
long lives to him. and to his nimble
bereft
of
family
love
and
care.
To
bring
peace,
comfort
and
sunshine
into
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
13 Oak
terest.
ing in evening dress.
their otherwise weary existence is a duty of society. The Home For Aged pen."
Barker, Frank T„ janitor, h 495
“It's a Small World” is the cul
Many distinguished members of Women typifies gentle and sympathetic care to aged women, helping them
a
—~O—
Trustee
Main
mination of ten years of collabora the Camden, Rockport, Dark Har find peace and comfort in cheerful surroundings.
I have been surprised at the
Barker. Mary A., compositor Cou tion between three talented young bor and Belfast summer colonies
THE SALVATION ARMY
amount of attention attracted by
91-92
rier-Gazette office, h 13 Oak
men with a sense of humor and a were present.
The shambling steps of the down-and-outer have beaten a well-worn publication of (he first installment
Barlow. Annie J„ dressmaker, h
path to the doors of the Salvation Army, where no one ls ever turned of the 1899 directory. Miss Maude
away. The non-sectarian services of the Army go beyond that of lending
upper Pleasant
Barter. Eugene G„ driver, h 33 Bean. Bradford B., iron worker, 719
a helping hand to the destitute man, by direct assistance to families in M Staples, proprietor of Crock
Barlow. Mrs. George, h upper
OUR SALES ARE SHOWING MORE PEOPLE
Cedar.
Main, bds 32 Camden
distress, in emergency care to transients and in locating missing persons. ett's Baby Shop writes: “You could
Pleasant.
have found an 1899 directory much
Barter, Herbert B bookkeeper, h | Bean. Della B„ clerk Fuller &
BOY SCOUTS
Barnard. Carrie A, milliner, 331
nearer home as there has always
13 Fulton.
Cobbs, h 51 Pacific.
Respect for authority, self reliance, consideration of others and other
Main, bds 8 Elm.
fundamentals of civilized society are the basis of Scouting. Warden been one on my desk, both direc
9
Barter.
Hosea,
longshoreman,
h
Bean,
Harriet
B.,
widow
Daniel,
h
Barnard. Chas A., h 157 Middle.
Lawes of Sing Sing Prison is credited with the statement that never in its tory. and desk having been the
Stanley Lane
51 Pacific.
DISTRIBUTORS
Barnard. Chas. E., horse dealer, h
history, has that penal institution admitted a former Boy Scout. Here, property of Mrs. Emma Crockett."
Barter, [Llewellyn, mariner, Ji 9 Bean, Lottie S„ h 51 Pacific.
then, is the answer to the crime problem.
157 Middle.
Yesterday Norman P. Richards of
Stanley Lane.
Barnard. Dora M.. stenographer, h
THE CIVIL WAR MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION
Beaton, Alexander A., lawyer 25
10 Washington street brought to
Barterr. Wm.
kiln tender, h 9
157 Middle
This Association personifies the attempt at the preservation of the The Black Cat's sanctum an 1892
North Main, h same.
patriotic ideal, keeps green the memory of the Civil War Veterans and directory, which contains among
Barnes. Moody, brakeman MCR.R.
Stanley Lane.
Beaton, Angus W,, electric light provides a common meeting ground for their descendants.
bds 301 Main
Batchelder, Mrs. M. C„ Christian
other things an advertisement con
trimmer, office power house.
Baraows, John A., hostler, h 12
cerning the new steamship Port
Science healer, h 10 Roekland.
Finally
the
1938
Rockland
Community
Chest
Fund
appeals
to
YOU
Benner, Albert W., barber, h 15
Rankin.
land, which was lost in 1898 with
and
stresses
the
need
of
a
generous
response
when
called
upon
by
the
vol

Bay Point Hotel, Nathaniel P Bew
Pleasant,
Barrows. Mrs. Martha, h 344 Broad
unteer worker. It should be kept in mind that this ls a campaign for many lives.ail prop.
Benner, Chas. H , stone mason, h funds for five agencies, and on that basis we should consider the amount
way.
of our contribution. Thank You.
Mountain road.
Writes Emily Morris of Long
Bartlett. Almon S.. joiner, h Old Beach. Frank I., employed R. T. &
C 'street railway, h Old County Benner. Elmer E., carpenter, h 76
Cove: "We hear much comment on
County road.
A new potato, brought to this the weather. How many of your
road
Bartlett. Benjamin, farmer, h Old
Oliver.
Beal, Mrs. Matilda A., widow,
office Thursday by Ralph Everett of readers recall the summer of 1927
County road.
Benner, Lafayette W., barber,
-------t
| Owl's Head was something of a the year of the Ding Dong In St.
h. 6 Purchase.
Bartlett. Joshua, master mariner,
North Main, h, 88 North Main
Clarence Meadowcraft First curiosity. It had burst open and George? For weeks there was
Bean.
Benjamin
B.,
blacksmith
and
h 11 Ocean.
Iron worker, 719 Main, h 32 Cam Benner, Leroy M„ insurance agent,
Victim In Construction of was found to contain two tiny but nothing but rain and fog."
Bartlett, Martha S., student, h 11
h, 191 Broadway.
perfectly formed potatoes.
den.
Ocean.
Deer Isle Bridge
Ed Crie passes on the story of
Benner. Leonaid S., carpenter, h
, I upper Middle,
the
German who had run over a
YOUR
FAVORITE
POEM
The Sedgwick-Deer Isle bridge
dog. and was advised to make peace
i Benner, Mary E., h upper Middle.
project claimed its first vlctun
with the owner. The German went
] Benner, Nelson, farmer, h Bog road.
GREEN SHAWL
into the house and was gone so long
Benner, Reuben 8„ h 230 Limerock Thursday when Charles Meadow- I saw It In Bellagio
croft, 55, Pheonixvllle, Pa. steel- | In a little merry shop: a silken thing. his friend became a bit nervous.
j
Benner.
Sidney,
laborer,
h
Bog
road
16 SCHOOL ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
worker died at the Fastern Maine I areen- llke P»le leaves ot earliest spring,
Benner, Thomas, laborer, h 255 worker, aieo at me Eastern Maine | Wlth petal* blown upon it and slender But eventually he came out, bear
sprays
General haspitai Bangor, from in Orchid,
ing gifts, and to his amazed friend's
Middle.
blue as soft Italian days.
Pink
as almond blossoms' glow;
juries
received
Tuesday
when
a
inquiries as to what had happened,
Benner. Tillson W„ (T. W. Benner
Now Showing a Carefully Selected
And swaying fringe that must have
the German said:
& Co.) painters 751 Main, h 704 crane broke.
caught
Meadowcroft was struck by Junks The haze that clings to leafing olive
"Oh. It was easy. I merely said
Assortment of
Main.
trees.
of
iron
which
fell
when
the
hoist's
to
the owner—Heil Hitler, the dog
And
every
changing
tint
that
shadows
Benner, T W. & Co., (T. W Ben
these!
—o—
ner, Wm. Bums. O. E. Ulmer) arm snapped and he was thrown in There it lay-all shimmering, and I. is dead.
Dr. H. W. Frohock’s cat "Pinky"
to Eggemoggin Reach by the slide Poverty’a child, could not pass It by!
painters, 751 Main.
TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
T^in^; b°U'“,t has the neighborhood agog as to
April blossomed
Bennett, Grace G„ student, h upper created by the falling meta. Fellow
At New Low Price Levels
And as It clung to me my spirit fled
how it gains access to the third
workmen
were
also
carried
into
thc
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
Camden.
Its timid, starving way—I fared. In
story room of a neighbor, whither
water but all save Meadowcroft
stead.
Bennett,
Margaret,
chambermaid
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and VINAL HAVEN
nymph with Ichor In my it goes every day, without fall.
We advise an early visit to our shop
escaped serious injury. He received A fleeting
Thorndike, rooms 27 Winter.
velna.
paths my earth-bound soul Pinky goes ln on the sidewalk, and
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
I Bernet, John, master mariner, h a fractured skull and severe chest Treading
disdains—
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautfiul sail through
is next seen ambling over the roof
Injuries.
We will be pleased to show you the line
A radiant, spring-green sorceress!
37 Rockland.
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
Little wonder that I spent my all
onto
tlie fire escape where It taps
Meadowcroft
was
a
member
of
all
I Berry. Albert, brakeman M CR.R ,
75Th-tf
For that enchanting silken shawl!
90-tf
on the window until it U opened.
the Masonic bodies.
—Helen Bayley Davis
h 77 Union.

Greenleaf Says “No”

Hale To Retire

PUPPETEERS WELL RECEIVED

THE MAYOR VOICES APPROVAL

First Presentation In Camden Town Hall Series
Scored Hit—Ted Shawn Next

ANNOUNCEMENT

USING TEXACO AND LIKING IT

A. C. McLOON ft CO.

Injuries Fatal

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

FINE FURS
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A Music Paradise

Twilight League

THREE-TIMES-A-WFEK

Hast thou considered My servant Five Hundred Brave In St. George Goes On Batting
Job? Job 1: 8.
Spree In Thomaston —
clement Weather To Hear

Family Heirlooms

Concert At Sidney

Revised Schedule

ST. GEORGE WINS SECOND

daughter sold it to Dr. Ephraim
Hackett,
the
present
owner.
Through discoveries of copies of
the Gazette of tlie United States
published in Philadelphia in 1791
and 1792 Dr. Hackett was able to
prove that the capital city was
planned by Washington himself and
laid by Major Ellicott under the
direction of Washington and not by
Major LEnfant as histories since
soon after the Civil War have
claimed. The early hLstories and
geographies which gave the first
president the credit for the city
have been proved to be right.
And the documents and quilt will
be on display in a separate room.
Dr. Hackett will be there to explain
the significance of this quilt.

densed course in Radio Script Writ
ing and Production. The camp has
scheduled several programs, both
musical and dramatic, to be given
over a local station.
The New England Music Camp is
in session from July 1 to Sept. 1,
most of the students remaining for
the entire period. A goodly group,
however join the ranks in August.
Concerts are given without charge
to residents and visiting guests
every Sunday afternoon at three
o'clock.
In addition to the study of mu
sic, which is the main interest of
mast of the young people, dancing
and dramatics are taught and all
types of athletics, from swimming
to riding. Special trips to Bar Har-

Rockport Parades
In Which Babies, Kiddies
and Pets Will Take Part
—Ten Prizes
As in years past, a Baby and
Kiddy, as well as a Pet Parade will
be one of the features of Rock
port's Annual event. Friday aft
ernoon Aug 5, at 2.30 p. m. many
tiny tots will have judgment passed
on them by a committee of judges
made up of prominent physicians
of Knox County. Three prizes will
be awarded for each of the follow
ing classifications.
Babies between the age of six

THOMASTON

At tlie morning service in tlie
Baptist Church music will (be "Hear
O My People” (Stevensoni; inci
dental solo, Miss Margaret Sim
mons; organist. Mr.s. Amy M. Tripp.
Lewis Williams died yesterday at
his home on the St. George Road.
Funeral services will be held at the
Davis chapel Sunday at 2 o’clock.
5. Base on balls, off Skinner 5.
Miss Ellen Tolman and Mrs Har
Struck out, by Ricker 5, by Skinner
6. Hit by pitcher, by Skinner (I. old Kalloch and two sons of Au8immons and Dwyer'. Umpires. burn, Mass., came Thursday for a
visit with Mr and Mrs. P. L. S.
Brewer at plate. Lynch on bases.
Tlie Portland Pilgrims defeated Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vcnner
Boothbay Harbor in the night game,
and will be St. George's opponent went to Boston Thursday for a few
days.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
It is expected that a very large
Russell Morgan of Stamford,
St George delegation will be on Conn., came Thursday for a vaca
hand to cheer the Knox County tion with his father, Herbert Mor
team which is making such a splen gan. His brother Paul Ls expected
did showing.
today from Ohio and will be here
till September.
Miss Eleanor Preble of Boston is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Prank D
Elliot.
Funeral of Obadiah Gard
Miss Charlotte Dyer who has
ner Attended By Many been teaching in Cushing for two
years was this week elected by the
Prominent Persons
Rockland School Board as teacher
High officials of the State and ln tlie Tyler School, succeeding
representatives of tlie Maine State Miss Alice Gay. resigned.
Mrs. Frank Tucker and daughter
Grange gathered with scores of oth
er friends and relatives at' the Jean and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Knowlton and Hewins funeral home Burdick of Haddonfield. N. J., ate
in Augusta Wednesday morning visiting Mrs. Bert Merrill for two
where services were held for former weeks.
There was a very good attendance
tl S. Senator Obadiah Gardner,
who died at the home of his daugh at the Auxiliary meeting last eve
ning for informal discussion of
ter Sunday.
Floral offerings included pieces plans for the (Legion Fair. It Ls ex
sent by Fred H. Lancaster of Lew pected that the fir-snipping in Mr.s.
iston. chairman of the State Demo Cogan's barn will begin next Mon
cratic Committee: F Ardlne Rich day Materials for the pillows may
ardson of Strong, master of the be sent to Mrs. Edna Smith, chair
State Grange, and others. Rev. A. man. Apron material is being re
T. McWhorter, pastor of the South ceived by Mrs. Edna Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams'
Parish Congregational Church offi
ciated. Mrs Frank Hewins played guests Mr. and Mrs. Albert A.
tlie organ, music including among Porter, son Harold and daughter
the selections “The Old Rugged Joan of Quincy. Mass. are leaving
today. They will return in August
Cross."
I
State Police escorted a procession, for the Fair.
Miss Anna Dillingham enter
including the bearers and relatives,
to Rockland, life-time home of Mr. tained her Sewing Club yesterday j
Gardner, where committal services forenoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Strout and i
were conducted at the grave in tlie
Achorn Cemetery by Rev. McWhor Miss Dorothy Starrett motored to
ter Scores of Rockland people at- Portland yesterday. Mrs. Vernon
tended the services .including a, Aell0rn and daughter Esther went
large delegation of the Pleasant! w'th them and spent the day with .
Valley Grange, of which he was thc Mrs Ralph Cotton in South Portlast surviving charter member and i lanti
second master
I Mrs Walter Johnson is again at |
Honorary bearers were F Ardine tl,e home of her aunt. Mrs Levi
Richardson of Strong. State Grange . Seavey- after a tr'P through the
Master. John E. Abbott of Nortli white Mountains. Mr Johnson has
Berwick. Oliver L. Hall, state libra- returned to Evanston . Ill.; and
rian. M. P. Milliken of Augusta. their daughter Martha is in CamJarvis C Perry and Nathan F. Cobb ’ den for a week visitin« a climate,
Miss Betty MacNeille.
of Rockland.
• • • •
Active bearers were George W
The Beta Alpha had pleasant in
Leadbetter of Augusta. State com
door picnic last evening with Mrs.
missioner of health and welfare,
Leila Smalley, with a large number
Charles M. White of the State Agri
present. The committee provided
cultural Dept., Roland Scribner of
baked beans and coffee for supper.
Augusta. Scott Kittredge of Port
Mrs. Stewart's sister. Mrs. Seaver
land. Clarence J. Cobb and Levi T.
of Medford, her nephew Earl Mac
Williams, both of Augusta.—From
Donald and Mrs. MacDonald of
the Kennebec Journal.
Worcester. Mass. called on her Fri
• • • •
day afternoon, returning from a

And Will Play the Crucial Game At Portland
Sunday Afternoon

In spite of threatening weather
The game to have been played at
during the forenoon hours. 500 at St George this afternoon between
Relics of Square-Riggers
tended the second public concert St. George and Waldoboro, has been
postponed to Aug. 20. The games
To Be Shown Next Week
A small but intense
given at the New England Music
for the coming week under the re
ly interested loyal
In Kennebunk Hall
Camp in Sidney Sunday at 3.30 p. vised schedule are:
group of Knox Coun
• Sunday—Rockland at Waldo
Family heirlooms from the days m„ when a group or nearly 150
ty fans saw St
of the square rigged ships, naviga young musicians in band and or boro (two games'.
George win Its sec
Monday—Rockland at Camden.
tion instruments, early American chestra presented a two-hour con
ond ”game in the State Semi-Pro
Tuesday—Camden at St. George Tournament at Portland Thursday
antiques will be on display at the cert.
The orchestra, conducted by
Wednesday—’Thomaston at Wal afternoon, watching with keenest
Kennebunk Town Hall Aug. 4 and 5
and Uie evening of Aug. 4. Treas Samuel Griffiths played Gigue from doboro; St. George at Rockland.
satisfaction the fine gatne which the
Thursday—St. George at Waldo Tenant's Harbor outfit put up afield
ures never before open for public Suite Ancienne by Henry Hadley
;
inspection are being loaned by old and The Old Refrain, arranged by boro.
and at bat. St. George outhit Ken
Fritz Kreisler. Thomas Nassi of
Friday—Waldoboro at Thomas nebunk 12 to 5. but was trailing by
Maine families for this exhibit.
Old costumes, some of which are Cape Cod, as guest conductor, di ton; ’Rockland at Camden.
one score when the eighth inning
Saturday—Camden at Waldoboro opened.
a century old will be worn by the rected the orchestra in the Venetian
The schedule for the second half
attendants. These beautiful flow Carnival by Zameenik and Wood
How the gap was closed, and how
will appear in Tuesday's issue.
ing gowns, with their hoops and land Sketches by MacDowell.
St. George put three men across the
The second half of the program
* These are postponed games and plate in the tenth inning is told thus
bustles have been hidden in Uie old
furnished by the band of the New count In lhe standing for the first by the Press Herald.
houses for many decades.
The old ship captains were gen England Music Camp, augmented by half.
• • • •
• •• •
erous men and brought to Maine the Somerset Band, played an
Had St. George been able to pro
St. George spotted Thomaston
treasures from all over the world Overture: The Golden Sceptre, by
Coins, art treasures, navigation in Schlepegrell, and a Medley of four runs at Thomaston last night duce any kind of hit in any one of
struments, ship flags, logs and other “Billy” Sunday's successful songs, and then won the game 14 to 5 several innings, the game would
articles connected with the sea or arranged by Fillmore, under the Simmons was in the box for St. have ended in regulation distance,
brought by ship captains will be baton of Rutherford Ghen of George, and was very effective after for St. George had no less than 12
Skowhegan. Gems of Stephen Fos-j the first inning. Thomaston used
displayed.
men left stranded as it outFred B. Tuck will exhibit his col ter arranged by Tobanl and the ' two Uphams and Felt without being hit Kennebunk 12 to five. 3ut
lection of very early American American Patrol by Meacham able to stem the barrage. St Skinner. Kennebunk southpaw, stag
wooden-ware. One of its outstand brought the program to a conclu George hits had a faculty of land gered through tight spot after tight
ing pieces is a wooden flagon made sion with Paul Wiggin conducting. ing where there was no Thomaston spot until the tenth, and then his
without nails. It is shaped like a In response to a generous audience player.
defense wavered badly as two of the
• • • •
drum and the aide slats are held applause, the band played four
three St. George runs came in on
Rockland 5, Camden 1
tightly to the top and bottom by- extra numbers closing with the
urors
to undo his good work in the
The Rockland Pirates served no
two long strips of wood wound Maine Stein Song.
Finches.
tice
Tuesday
and
Thursday
nights
• • • •
about the container and (so made
Meantime. Kennebunk was having
During the intermission between of this week that they intend to be
that the ends of the strips pass
hard
work solving the offerings of
through their own centers and by the performances of the orches factors in the second half of the Jit Ricker, and the one run it got,
Knox
Twilight
League.
Tuesday
tra
and
the
band.
Gov.
Barrows
some ingenious method lock firm
which loomed very large as the game
ly into place. Included in the col made a speech of welcome to the ; night they visited a material de- wore on, was considerable of a gift.
feat
upon
the
first
half
champions
lection are pitkins, one of the larg out of State visitors and expressed
It came over in the third. Butler
est and smallest of the early bowls, the desire that the Music Camp at at St. George, and Thursday night started the trouble when he got a
milk skimmers, wool cleaner and a Oakland might become a musical they took Camden's scalp with hit after Mackie had dropped his
center during the summer months comparative ease.
yoke made for humans.
Bennett issued seven passes, and easy foul fly. Then a hit by JenniIn the stamp section there are just as Lakewood ln recent years
was
hit at opportune moments. son. and an infield out produced the
has
become
a
mecca
for
the
theatri

two special features: A collecUon
Fred La Crosse surprised the fans run. St Oeorge messing up a play
of early American covers, private cal world.
In introducing Gov. Barrows, by his sterling work in keeping the around short with a double play ln
carrier stamps, soldier’s and prisonPaul
Wiggin. director of the camp. Camden sluggers' hits well apart. sight as the run scored.
ers-of-war letters and a set of early
St George had numerous chances
recalled the fact that they had His lusty hit was another factor.
pre-cancelled stamps
to tally, but not until the eighth
played
together
some
20
years
ago
Thomas
again
shone
brilliantly
• • • •
was the tying tally produced. Here
Among the pictures are two not in the University of Maine Band in the outfield hls one-hand catch | Maurice Simmons, hitting star of the
being
decidedly
sensational.
Weed
able examples cf petite needle when both were students there.
The New England Music Camp made three hits. Daily—but why game, got his second hit only to be
point. One is an American picture
forced at second by Mackie. But
of two centuries ago which has been is under the direction of Paul E. bring that up. The score:
Skinner, who was beginning to
Rockland
Wiggin.
Director
of
Music
in
Paw

in one family for five generations
weaken, walked Wiley, hit the next
ab r bh po a
and probably eight if the family tucket. R. I., and Samuel Griffiths,
batsman, and finally forced ln the
Director
of
Music
in
Hyannis,
Mass.
Perry, ss .............. 3 0
traditions are accurate and the in
tying run. With the sacks loaded
Members of the faculty include 1 McBride, rf
1 1
terpretation of a family inventory
Smith flied out to right to end the
2 0
of 1757 is right. The other was Bedrich Vaska. cellist, founder of Pendleton, rf
suspense.
3 l
brought from England about 1775 the New York .String Quartet; Henri, Ladd, ib
St. Oeorge had three men left on
Christman, teacher of clarinet at Thomas. If ........... 5 2
by Edward Nason.
in the ninth and Kennebunk one.
Julliard
School
and
for
many
years
[
Ellis,
3b
................
3
Capt Thomas Perkins, Jr. of
and then the Advertisers blew up
Arundel brought back from the a member of the Philharmonic' Gatti. 2b ............. 3
ln the tenth. Skinner, refusing to
siege of Louisbourg a pitcher which Symphony Orchestra; Max Pecker.1 wbach. c ............ 3
come out, although obviously losing
1
has remained in his family since violinist. Director of Bands and Or- Karl, cf
his control, was also badly sinned
2
that time. This excellent pitcher chestras in New Brunswick. New Lord, cf
against. Monaghan got a life as
4
is in perfect condition and Ls valu Jersey; John Redmond, teacher of I LaCrosse, p
Brown
erred, and Smith got a
able not only for its romantic value French Hom and Baritone, former
bingle A passed ball advanced both
ly
a
teacher
at
the
Royal
Military
30 5 8 27 7 0
but also for its type.
men. and when George Cousens let
Among the numerous pt -er, school of Music; Kneller Hall. Lon
Camden
Rickers' easy roller go through him.
don;
Pearl
Chertok,
concert
harpist
glass and silver lister ware is a 32ab r bh po a
both runs counted. Sonny Dwyer's
piece set brought from Liverpool and pupil of Salzedo; Eleanor Burt, Dailey. If ............ 4 0 0 1 0
sharp single, his third hit of the
before the Revolutionary War. This instructor in viola; and Charles Plaisted. 2b ........ 4 0 0 0 3
game, brought over the third score.
Spaulding.
Director
of
Instrumen

set of canary yellow with a Grecian
Wadsworth, lb .. . 3 0 0 10 0
Adjutant reached to open Kenne
border has been in one family since tal Music in Newton, Mass.
Belyea. cf ............ 4 0 0 0 0
bunk’s half, but he never got beyond
it came to Maine. Capt. Joseph
first base.
Among the State of Maine musi Lord, 3b............... 4 0 0 3 3
Wise who brought this set also
Weed, c ................ 3 13 5 0
A miraculous catch by Sonny
cians
who
teach
at
the
camp
are
had made in Liverpool a pitcher
Richards, rf ........ 3 0 0 1 0
Dwyer in center field that robbed
Herman
Rowe
of
Waterville,
cornetwith a picture of his ship on one
F Cousens of at least a triple in
ist; Leo Vir.er of Bangor, oboist; Heald. ss ............. 4 0 2 1 0
side, his name on the front and
Bennett, p .......... 4 0 2 3 0
the fourth was the outstanding gem
Maurice
Wade
of
Farmington;
and
Washington ascending to heaven
of the day, Dwyer in all roaming all
Harold Brown of Waterville, flut
on the other.
33 1 7 24 6 1 over the field for five putouts.
ist
and
choral
director.
Mr.
Wade,
A number of books three centuries
Camden ..... 00010000 0—1
St. George
old will be on display. Among these who teaches string bass and tuba, Rockland
30010010 x—5
is
in
charge
of
the
memorial
mu

is an appeal to King Charles by
ab r bh po a
Two base hits—Ellis. Weed. Sacri
“Henry Burton. Clerke."
ThLs seum of Madame Nordica which is fices—Pendleton. Base on balls— Ricker, p ........... 6 110 4
clergyman had been accused of visited each year by the musical Off: Bennett 7: of Lacrosse 3. Davidson, lb ........ 6 0 2 10
0
treasonable sermons. He appealed campers in Oakland.
Dwyer,
cf
.............
5
0
3
5
0
Madame Edith Watkins Gaudenzl. Struck out. by—Bennett 5 Lacrosse M. Simmons, 2b . . 6 0
to the king for a decision. From his
4 4 3
7
Hit
by
pitcher,
by
Bennett.
Wlndefense we can see that those ac artist teacher of voice and former chenbach. Umpires. Mosher. Smith. Mackie, c ............. 5 10 5 0
cusing him were also angered at singer in European opera, not only
Wiley, ss ............. 4 0 0 2 3
his refusing to grant to the cathed has charge of the vocal teaching
I. Simmons, rf .... 3 0 110
bor. the childhood home of Nordica
ral churches the right to interfere at the camp but conducts a master
Hawkins, rf .......... 1 0 0 0 0
at Farmingtcn, the Lakewood
in ihe small parishes. His fate is class for pupils from near-by New
Monaghan, If
3 10 3 0
Theater
in
Skowhegan,
and
other
England cities and from New York.
unknown.
Smith, 3b .......... 4 110 2
Lots Russell, concert pianist who points of Interest are planned.
• • • •
Geoffrey O'Hara, noted composer
The historic Washington quilt gave several popular recitals in the
43 4 12 30 12
which was displayed at the bicen Bowl last season, heads the piano and lecturer, will present one of
Kennebunk
his operettas before the close of the
tennial in 1932 at the Library of department.
ab r bh po a
An interesting innovation at the season.
Congress will be on special exhibit.
Although
the
personnel
of
the
Porter,
c
............
4 0 0 7 0
camp
this
summer
is
three
special
In 1792 Samuel Woodman brought
Adjutant. 2b ...... 4 0 14 1
from Philadelphia by boat to New courses for teachers and older stu camp is made up almost entirely nf
Hampshire four yards of cloth dents. Mrs. Annabel M. Buchanan young people of High School age, O. Cousens, ss . . 4 0 0 2 0
F. Cousens, rf.... 4 0 0 5 0
which had seven copper plate prints of Richmond, Va., whose White °ther talented amateurs attend
R.
Brown, 3b...... 4 0 0 0 1
One
physician
from
a
southern
of the plan of the city of Wash Top Music Festivals have attracted
state, who expects to spend the Skinner, p ......... 4 0 2 0 9
nation-wide
attention,
will
give
a
ington with the picture and coat
Johnson., cf ...... 4 0 0 2 0
of arms of George Washington three weeks’ course in American month of August at the camp, de
clares that he can conceive of no Butler. If ........... 4 1111
Folk
Music
and
Folk
Modes,
com

When Samuel Woodman's daughter
more delightful type of recreation Jennison, lb........ 3 0 19 2
was 18 she was given this cloth mencing Aug. 1; Miss Rachel Kerthan a combination of music, swim Joyce .................. 1 0 0 0 0
and made it into a quilt. In 1831 ans, noted music educator, formerly
ming apd fishing in the cool shade
she travelled by ox cart two hun of Pennsylvania State College of
36 1 5 30 14 2
dred miles north to Cornville. Education will give a course in Mu of Maine's pines and birches. Sev
Maine. After her death at thc age sic Appreciation Methods; and Miss eral musical parents have Joined St George .... 000000010 3—4
Kennebunk .001000 0 00 0—1
of 87 the quilt became the prop Alice Keith. Director of the Na the orchestra with their children.
There
is
a
junior
department
of
be

Runs batted in. Ricker 2. Mon
tional
Academy
of
Broadcasting
in
erty of George Flanders who willed
aghan. M. Simmons, Porter. Two
it to Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, whose Washington. D. C.. will give a con ginners. also.

Every-OtKer-Day

The Last Rites

Blueberries Scarce

In Three Years

About Half of Last Year’s This State Received $45,
Crop Is the Present
084,783 In the Way of
Estimate
Federal Funds
Maine’s 1938 blueberry crop, State
Federal funds amounting to $45,Agricultural officials said Thursday, 064, 783 were allocated to the State
was both benefited and damaged by
Maine under the Emergency Re
tire recent heavy rainfall.
IUef Appropriation Acts of 1935,
Marketing Chief Charles M.
and
according to a report
White said the wet weather helped covering the period from April 8,
Washlngton county blueberrics but; 1935 to June 30. 1938 made public
caused some damage to those in by Scott F. Kittredge, the executive
assistant for the National Emer
other sections.
“Not enough blueberries were gency Council for Maine. Of thc
ripened in Washington county to be $43,790,923 expended during this
beaten off the bushes or softened period, $8,149,754 were expended
by thc rain," White said, "and so during the past fiscal year ended
the rain didn't do much damage. June 30.
Mr. Kittredge listed the principal
To the contrary I believe thc rain
purposes for which the money was
helped to make larger berries.
“In other sections, however, a cer expended and the amounts spent as
tain percentage of the crop was follows:
Agriculture, exclusive of Public
damaged in view of the fact that
the blueberries ripened earlier and Roads and Faim Security Admin
were beaten off the bushes by the istration, $995,854; Public Roads,
$5,356,168; Farm Security Adminis
rain.’’
White predicted this year's har tration. $4.497.89199. Civilian Con
vest of blueberries will be “about servation Corps. $4,344,544; Federal
one-half that of 1937.’’ He added Emergency Relief Administration,
that the damp cold weather during $4,319,473; Public Works Adminis
the blossoming season "did consider tration, $709,108; Works Progress
Administration, $15,096,778.49; and
able damage.”
“There was a bumper crop of blue other Federal agencies. $8,471,103.
berries last year." White said, "witli Expenditures from the E.R.A. Acts
records showing tliat 332.268 bushels of 1935-36-37 during the fiscal year
were purchased by blueberry can- which ended June, 30, 1938, amount
ed to the following:
ners.”
Agriculture exclusive of Public
Roads and Farm Security Adminis
Mrs. Walter Johnson (Ida Colley'
tration, $114,494. Public Roads, $1,of Evanston. Ill., Mrs. Richards. Miss
541.493; Farm Security Administra
Lena Shorey, and Capt. James E.
tion, $1,543,803; Civilian Conserva
Creighton.
tion Corps, $4,344,544; Public Works
At the business meeting the date
Administration, $93.091;
Works
was set for thc public flower show.
Progress Administration, $4,034,770;
Aug. 11.
Mr.s. E. Stewart Orbeton of West and other Federal agencies $820,455
Mr. Kittredge pointed out that
Rockport addressed the club briefly
as president of thc Medomak Region. the Bureau of Public Roads, the
Mrs. Reeves of Ann Arbor. Mich . Civilian Conservation Corps and
guest speaker of thc afternoon, told the Public Works Administration
about several homes she had had in have expended additional funds re
England and her planting around ceived from other appropriations.
them, a most interesting narrative
and charmingly told.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
Arthur J. Elliot. 2d, and young ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
John were enjoyed as host and Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
small brother.
1060-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf

visit to their old home in Prince
Editorial Appreciation
In the death of Obadiah Gardner Edward Island.
St. John's Church held the parish
Maine loses one of her best known
picnic
last Tuesday at Butter Point
and most substantial citizens.
Politically. Mr Gardner was the Farm. Dutch Neck, through the
spearhead of some of the most kindness of Mrs. Quiner, and it was
famous of the old time political a delightful day. Many indulged in
swimming and boating, and also had
battles, both inside his own party
and with the Republicans generally. the privilege of indoor tennis and
His campaigns for governor and billiards. Among those present were
senator are notable in thc political Mrs. Rice, Miss Edna Watts. Miss
history of the state. He started as Wilhclmina Watts. Miss Edna Hail.
a Jeffersonian Democrat and re Rev. and Mrs. H. B. Pulsifer. Rus
mained such to the day of his death.
sell Young, Leslie Simpson, Robert
He was long unique as the beloved
Democratic leader of Maine far Young. Miss Anne Bucklin of Texas,
mers. Republican almost to a man. Robert Watts, Jr.. Eentlcy Watts.
Mr. Gardner lived to see his party ! Ida Watts. George Little, Mrs Ruth
attain victories denied him but Little, Miss Ardell Little, William
never seemed in entire accord with Henderson. Rose-Marie Conti, be
the New Deal, so antagonistic to
his type of Democracy. While hls sides friends brought by church
private counsel was often sought, people.
Mrs. Leila Smalley was hostess to'
he rarely expressed an opinion
publicly.
He outlived his own Little Garden Club at supper
brand of politics and was one of the Thursday.
party's all but forgotten patriarchs
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson
ln his latter days.
He was blessed with a very strong and two children of New York city |
personality that won him general arc visiting his mother. Mrs. Hclml J
respect and admiration. Person Johnson.
ally he was genial, loyal to his prin
Contract Club met yesterday ln
ciples and sf' general favorite, even thc Levensaler house, four tables
among his opponents—an outstand playing. Mrs. Reeves of Ann Har-1
ing citizen among thc best in the
state and nation for many years. bor. Mich., was awarded first prize,
Mrs. Fred Campbell of Warren sec- ;
—Kennebec Journal
• • • •
ond. Mrs. William Rcbinson of War, i
Mr. Gardner was a power in his ren third, Miss Lucy Rokes fourth, j
own State; he was a selfmade map;
• • • «
the mast potent force in his tlmo
In The Churches
in the Grange, and all his life at
St. James Catholic Church: Mass
heart a son of the soil; a sportsman,
athlete, and businessman. No one at 9 a. m. Sunday.
who met him. particularly during
St. John's Church: 9.30 a. m.
thc last years of his life but recog Holy Eucharist; 7 30 p. m. evensong. J
nized the keen mind, the fine
Baptist Church: Bible school at
base hits, M. Simmons. Stolen spirit, the gift for diction, and thc 9.45 a. m. Morning worship at 11.
generous and genuine outlook upon
bases. Jennison. Double plays, Rick life that characterized Mr. Gard subject of sermon “Is the Eternal
er to M. Simmons to Davidson. Left ner. He had been a part of large God Mindful of My Little Life?"
on bases. St..George 16, Kennebunk affairs; he excelled as an orator; Evening at 7 the subject is “Open (
he was a charming conversation Roacis."
months of 1% years—1, healthiest; alist in a generation ln which fine
The Federated Church will have
conversation has become almost a
2, prettiest, 3, happiest smile.
no service Sunday.
lost art.
Babies between l'/i years to three
Pentecostal Mission: Sunday 2.30
Mr. Gardner deserved elevation
years—1, healthiest; 2, prettiest, 3, to the informal post of confidential p. m. Bible study lecture on Book i
adviser to President Wilson; he de of Jude; 7.30 p. m. Miracle Telling
happiest smile.
Kiddy Parade—Two prizes award served hls reputation of Nestor Night. Services will continue night
ed for each class. Children up to which he by general consent held ly except Mondays, Tuesdays and,
in hls own State; he deserved the
ten years of age—1, cutest; 2, fun veneration with which the mem Saturdays.
• • • •
niest.
bers of his party regarded him
Garden Club Picnic
Pet Parade (two prizes), any age, during the many years in which he
Was officially out of politics. Maine
any pet.
The Garden Club had an all-day
Thase who wish to enter these has lost a great citizen from whom, picnic Thursday as planned, at the j
events, please communicate with except for our traditional Repub cottages of Mrs. Edward Elliot and
lican stand-pattism, the State
Mrs. Albert Elliot, Bird's Point,
Mrs. Beulah Blakely, Rockport; tel-1 might have profited to the full
Camden 2435,
|
—Press Herald
Cushing. Among the guests were

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
You will then be entitlrd to borrow, with proper security, from

the Association. All th«sr dollar payments, with liberal dividends
are returned to you when the loan Ls repaid.

Loans are made on

Home Mortgages in Rockland and vicinity on the Direct Month

ly Reduction Plan.

Each payment reduces the interest charged;
It is an interesting pro

also the balance due on the mortgage.

position.

There are several plans, one of which will meet your

requirements.

Please call and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTFD STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

70St

SEAPLANE

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME

ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.06 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
•3.00 P.M.
3.15 P.M.
3.25 P. M.
’ Except Sunday, when this trip leaves:
5.30 P. M.
5.45 P. M.
5.55 P. M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING. ROCKLAND, ME.

VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
(Subject to change without notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex. Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Onlv
A.M. P.M . A.M.
A.M, P.M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
6.50 4.10 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
2.15
Lv. 8.45
Read Up

VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL IIAVEN
Dailv Ex- Sundav
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept : unda? upy
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.3t.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15

Every-Other-Day
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H. Prank Curtis of 18 Hall street
was knocked down by a Waldoboro
car last night. Dr. C. D. North
treated severe injuries.
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Townsend Field Day
FOR A DELICIOUS SUNDAY MEAL

Damariscotta Club Wants
Knox County Clubs To
Take Part

Drive Out To
The veteran towboat Lubec has
been a visitor ln the harbor of late.
Tlie craft has personality all right
but fails to conform to local ideas
of nautical beauty.

JULY
SUN MON TUES WED TH U FRI SAT

. 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 r 15 16
17 18 19 202 22 23
%
25 26 27 2 829 30
'TV

HILLCHREST HOMESTEAD
U. S. ROUTE 1, SOUTH WARREN

i
■"
Added soon to the Naval Art Gal
lery ln Thc Thorndike lobby will be
some striking photographs of the
airplane carrier Yorktown which was
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR tried not long ago on the Rockland
SHADOWS BEFORE”
course. The pictures were sent to
Aug 3-8—Rockport—Regatta-Sports Mrs. E. M. O’Neil by Roger Wil
men's Show
Aug 3—Port Clyde Baptist Circle liams vice president of the Newport
lair at Community Room.
Aug 3—Camden—Annual bazaar of News Shipbuilding Co., which built
St Thomas parish.
the Yorktown.

CHICKEN OR DUCK DINNERS
Home Style, 85 Cents
Served Every Sunday 12 to 7 P. M.

The Intercity Bands, Rockland
and Belfast, will play at the Public
Landing Sunday night. It's a splen
did combination and a big crowd Swings Into Community
will enjoy It.
Chest Drive — Princeton

The Rotary Club

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug 3-Camden—Ted Shawn and hls
men dancers at Opera House.
Aug 6—Kncx Pomona Orange meets
with Seven Tree Orange. Onion
Aug 7—Waldoboro Democratic gettogether Bt Back Cove.
Aug. 7—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
Btrlng Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug 8 (evening)—Tenants HarborIllustrated lecture on Clipper Ships hy
Dr Park of Boston at Odd Fellows hall,
benefit Library
Aug 9—Rockport—Open meeting ot
Oarden Club at Chase home. Beech Hill
Aug. 9- Eastern Star Field Day at
Penobscot View Orange hall. Olen Cove
Aug. 9—Camden—"Thc Gondoliers"
by Ollbert & Sullivan Co. at Opera
House
Aug 10—Owls Head—Church fair at
Library Building
Aug 10 — West Rockport — Knox
County Women's Republican Club at
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton's.
Aug 11 —Thomaston— Garden Club
Flower Show
Aug 11 — Rockland High School
Class 1901 reunion at Witham's Lobster
Pound
Aug 11 — Warren — Congregational
Church fair and entertainment
Aug 12—South Thomaston- Wessaweskeag Grange carnival and fair.
Aug 12 Reunion. Class 1911. R.H.S.
at Witham's Lobster Pound.
8ept 13—Miriam Rebekah Lodge an
nual fair at Odd Fellows hall
Aug 17—Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall
Aug 17-18—Thomaston—Legion Fair
Aug 17-21—Annual 4-H State Camp
at University of Maine.
Aug. 18—Hope Orange fair at Hope
Corner.
Aug 19 Warren Summer concert at
Baptist Church.
Aug 21 —Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Bells' Boat Barn
Aug 29 Camden Cecelia Loftus In
Impersonations at Opera House
Sept 2—Vinal Haven—American Le
gion fair at Memorial hall

Sheriff C Earle Ludwick. Jam”
E. Connellan and F A Winslow were
ln Portland Thursday and witnessed
St. George's 10-inning victory over
Kennebunk. They were delighted
with the flne showing made by the
Knox County contender, and the
St. George players may have found
added inspiration in the presence of
the three loyal rooters.

Thc school committee has re
ceived a petition signed by repre
sentative citizens of Ward 7 re
questing a public hearing relative
to the closing of Highland and
Benner Hill schools. In view of this
fact the committee has set the date
for Aug 3 at 730 p. m. in the City
Council room and urges that inter
ested citizens attend this hearing
and present their views.

at

Lookout

Winners in the doll and bicycle
parade held at the St. Bernard's
Church lawn party Tuesday were
Patricia Smith first, and Jeannette
Escorsio, second; James Purdy first,
and Bobby Gardner second. The
Thomas Laite will be the speaker girls received dolls as prizes, and the
at the Townsend Club of Maine boys received Scout knives. The
meeting Saturday at Knox Arbore main prizes were awarded thus:
Bertha Humphrey, ton of coal; Doris
tum in Warren.
Gatti, 100 pounds sugar; Sanford
At the Strand next week: Sun Delano, butterfly table; Rose O'Neill,
day. Monday and Tuesday. Shirley magazine rack; Tim O'Donnell,
Temple in “Little Miss Broadway;” clothes hamper; W. H. Donohue.
Wednesday and Thursday. "Three 1 electric toaster; Carolyn Northrup
Blind Mice," with Loretta Young of Thomaston, electric iron; Lorenzo
and Joel McCrea; Friday and Sat Dodge, kitchen lamp; L. Sweeney,
urday, Wallace 'Beery and Frank basket of groceries; Celia Beaudoin,
l.i wn chair. Winners of articles
Morgan in "Port of Seven Ses."
from fancy table: Mrs. W. J, Rob
Working at the Talbot avenue ertson of Thomaston, punch set;
gravel pit the other day, Laster Mrs. Lewis Hall, cocktail shaker;
Alley of the WPA project unearthed Frances Ward, doll; Mrs. J. C. Cun
a portion of a bayonet which was ningham, cake. The parish ls ap
doubtless used by one of tlie 4th preciative of the generous support
Maine Regiment which encamped of the merchants and for the pa
ln that vicinity before starting for tronage of the large crowd attending
the front. It was well rusted as 'the party, which was one of the
might be expected after its 77 years most successful ever held.
of Interment.
■------- I---------.lv.
A well baby clinic will be held
Monday (torn 2 to 4 at thc Red Cross
rooms with Dr. C. B. Popplestone In
attendance

Townsend Club No. 2 presented
the following musical program last
Monday night, with ex-Gov. Louis
J. Brann as speaker: Dance by
Betty Staples, instrumental duet by
Lillian Lord and Ulah Munroe of
Club No. 1; song with guitar accom
paniment by Dwight Gross of Cam
den; dance by the Thompson sisters,
song and dance by Gloria Studley
and Ralph Stone; song with guitar
accompaniment by Arthur Crockett;
song by William Young, and solo by
Townsends most popular tenor,
Vernon Giles.

Mrs. Lawrence Barbour will sub
stitute at the Ma Belle Beauty
Shoppe for two weeks starting Mon
day, Aug. 1, while Miss Margaret
Nutt ls on vacation.—adv.
U. S. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
Jr., reveals his plans for better old
age security, one of thc many fea
tures in the Green Magazine with
the July 31st Boston Sunday Ad
vertiser.
91*lt

BURN

Simmons—At Rockland. July IB. to
Mr and Mrs Carl W 8lmmons. a son—
Lewis Carl.
Tolman—At Vinal Haven. July 26. to
Mr and Mrs Ernest Tolman. a son—
Arthur Sidney.
Eaton—At North Brooklin. July 25. to
Mr and Mrs E W Eaton, a son—
weight. 9’. pounds
Belyea—At Rockland. July 23. to Mr
and Mrs Harry Belyea. a daughter—
Ooldlc Ann.
MARRIED

Messcr-Whlte—At August*. July 25.
by Rev Mr Wood. Colby Messer of
Union and Mtss Annabelle White of
Topsfield.
DIED

Thomas—At East Bridgewater, Maas
July 16. Julia A. Thomas, formerly of
Rockland.
Emery—At Rockland. July 26. Miss
Kathryn C Emery, aged 65 years. 1
month. 7 days.
Williams—At South Thomaston. July
29. lewis Williams, aged 69 years, 10
months. 27 days Funeral services Sun
day at 2 o'clock from Davis funeral
chapel. Thomaston.
Interment In
South Thomaston.
Storer—At Waldoboro. July 29. Sarah
(Philbrooki widow of Percy E Storer.
aged 73 years Funeral Sunday at 2
o'clock from residence
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our little boy
Albert E Orover, Jr. who drowned
July 30, 1935.
God has taken our loved one from us
To that far and promised land.
We know not why he did It) 1
But some day we ll understand.
So today we think of you Junior
As we have through thc years.
And our hewts arc filled with sorrow
Because we miss you so our dear.

Ambulance Service
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mtf

But some day If God be willing
We'll be wtth you once again.
In that land of Joy and sunshine
Where there's no parting or no pain.
Hls father and mother. Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Orover.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks and
appreciation for the kindnesses shown
us during our bereavment, to all those
who offered and furnlahed cars and
to those who gave many beautiful
flowers; also to neighbor* and other
friends who helped us In so many ways.

Pr. J. H. Damon and family.

Professor Speaks

Prances Starr wlll play “Susan
and Ood” by special arrangement
"Rotary Is 100”; behind the Com
with John Golden, the week begin
munity Chest,” said President Louis
ning Aug. 1st at Walter Hartwig's
A. Walker at yesterday's luncheon
Ogunquit Playhouse.
of the club. He named the follow
Tlie Knox County Women's Re ing as a committee to represent
publican Club will meet Aug 10 at Rotary on the drive: Henry Bird,
the home of Mrs E. Stewart Orbe chairman; Alan Me Alary, C. A.
ton, West Rockport, at 2 30. Promi Emery, P P. Bicknell. Elmer Crock
nent speakers will be present.
ett, C. P French, and Theodore
News from 35 communities in this Bird. William A. Nicol spoke brief
section appeared in the Thursday ly on the drive.
issue of this paper, yet some read
Dr. Hugh S. Taylor, head of the
ers thoughtlessly say of a piper, Department of Chemistry of Prince
“There's nothing in Itl"
ton University, who summers at

Thc Trial Board which came here
to put the destroyer Sampson
through its paces, was driven back
to Washington by the fog Thurs
day, and will come here at a later
day —The destroyer Somers is tn the
harbor, and the officers and men
are also living on a fog diet —The
destroyer Davis, just launched at
COMING REUNIONS
Aug 4—Ingraham famlly at Penob Bath, will have as its executive
scot View Orange hall. Olen Cove.
officer Lieut. Commander Johnson,
Aug 10 — Descendants of Ebenezar
Hall at Penobscot View Orange hall, who is a member of the Trial Board
Olen Cove
Aug. 21—Light family
Station ln Jefferson.

A Crisis in History

Specializing in Full Course

The mice are playing a return en
gagement in the show window of L.
E. Blackington's shoe store and at
tracting scarcely less attention than
they did on their big run early in
the summer. Two of them got
peeved over the foggy weather, and
had a scrap Thursday night. Re
sult, one mouse fewer.

and believed ithe love that God hath
to us. God is love; and he tliat
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God,
and God in him." (I John 4:16).
• • • •
Al St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. |B. ,O. Kenyon., rector, the
services for tomorrow will be ap
propriate for the Seventh Sunday
after Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy
Communion at 730: Holy Eucharist
and sermon at 10 30.

SERMONETTE

Lincolnville, was the speaker of
the day and handled the inter
national situation ln a way that
brought firsthand information to
his listeners. Dr Taylor was for
six months an exchange professor
in Belgium, so that he was in a
position to observe what was going
Charlie Miller, the nmous Maine
on in central Europe. Also very
guide who ls associating himself
interesting were hls sidelights on
with a boxing exhibition soon to be
gasoline for modern motors, both
given here, received a telegram yes
for automobiles and in the field
terday calling him to Bostoi where
of aviation, especially in military
he will serve a dinner for Shirley
affairs.
Temple and party.
Visiting Rotarians were J. A.
Miller. Atlanta. Ga.; William A
When "Billy" Poster lived in
Nicol. Concord. Mass,; R. Percy
Thomaston, and knocked around a
Schenck.
Jersey City; Asbury (Pit
newspaper office, he was one of the
man.
Salem;
Prank Morrow and
town's greatest baseball fans. He
doesn't steal second nowadays or Winfleld Witham. Camden; Harry
clout the ball over the center field |Jackson'
N. H.; Wm. M.
stonewall, but he thinks he has Cullen. Lewiston; Wilmer K. Groff
found a recruit who may some and Gordon E. Groff. Penn.; and
day shine in the big league His Prank E Poland. Boston. Guests
name is Robert Wayne Poster, he were Dr Harold Pillsbury. Balti
ls two months old. and is a grand more, Md.; Dr. Crum. Bancroft
School. Edward C. Cutting. South
son of Billy.
Portland; and A. W. Gregory.
Rirl Whitney of Fruitland Park.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold
Fla., with whom the writer fre
quently chummed when the former a picnic Tuesday at Camden Hills
conducted a fruit store at the cor Park Mrs, Flora Post. Miss Doris
ner of Mum and E'tr. streets, is a Hyler and Mrs. Lena Rollins are
guest for a few days, of Mr and the committee in charge. Anyone
Mrs. Otis Lewis at "Trails’ End," wishing transportation may call
Ash 'Point, accompanied by hi4 any member of that committee.
oldest son Richard. The old store
Rockland Townsend Club No. 2
has disappeared since Mr. Whitney's
last visit, the Pamswetta Memorial met at K. P. hall last night. A
which was to have succeeded it is large crowd discussed plans for the
still a matter of the future. Mr. big rally to be held in Augusta to
Whitney resided for som? years in morrow. at which time Dr. Francis
Ohio and later in Oregon, but now E. Townstr.d will speak. After the
bases his activities at Fruitland business meeting this program was
Park, and freely concedes that he enjoyed: duet and tap dance. “Aero
is living the life of Riley Hls plane for Two", Beverly Cogan and
brokerage business, which takes into Ronald Lord; vocal solo. Mrs Sid
consideration several of the South ney Mtnr.oe vocal solo, Mrs. Lena
em States, is soon to be reposed Lord; song and tap dance. "Old
in the hands of his son Richard Straw Hat," Beverly Cogan; song
Because that section of thc South and tap dance, "Wooden Soldier,"
is not an industrial section it has Ronald Lord Jr. After a short In
never had any real depression, Mr. termission, these cowboy numbers
Whitney said, business being very were rendered by Eddie. Irene.
nearly at its usual level. The for Homer and Betty, in spite of Eddie's
mer Rockland boy sees a Republican heavy cold; accompanied by piano
victory dn Florida, if the election accordlan. violin and guitar: "Tav
ern ln the Town." “Oolden Slippers.”
were held today.
"Cowboy's Dream," "Sod Shanty,"
"Blueridie Mountain Home," "Texas
Trail," "Strawberry Roan." Tables
ANNOUNCEMENT
were set for beano, which occupied
Park Street Restaurant
the remainder of the evening, fol
Opp. Gulf Gaa Station WH1 Open
MONDAY. AUGUST 1
lowed by beano lunch under the
All Home Cooking will be Served
direction of Mrs. Bernice Langman.
Fish, Lobsters, Chicken and
Steaks at Reasonable Prices
Mrs. Ivy Bennett, and
Mrs. Grace Johnson
71 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
91-93

Forrest Bancroft of Hope or
Lincolnville, was fined $100 and
costs of $21.38 in Municipal Court
yesterday and paid. The alleged
offense, drunken driving. o”curred
in South Hope Thursday.

When tiiis is written this earth
is facing a crisis in history; when
it is published it may have passed
like a cloud over the sun or it
may have intensified itself and
enveloped the earth.
It is the eve of Washington’s
birthday 1938. The crisis is
greater than Valley Forge—In
Europe Hitler has made hls de
fiant pronouncement. (Prance Is
upset; Austria is enslaved; Brit
ain's prestige imperiled; her for
eign minister resigned and Italy's
“Grandi” ln close conversation
with Prime Minister Chamberlain.
Czechoslovakia is threatened
and fears for her existence. Rus
sia is silent. Germany demands
the return of her colonies. China
and Japan are at the height of
the Far Eastern War and the
United States, like Micawber. Ls
waiting for something lo turn
up
The question ls; shall Fascism
or Democracy rule this earth?
As Isaiah said, "Pear, and the
pit and the snare are upon thee,
O inhabitant of thc earth," Later
he prophesied "And it shall come
to pass ln that day. that the
Lord shall punish the host of
the high ones, and the kings of
the earth, upon the earth, and
they shall be gathered in the pit
and shall be shut up in the
prison. The moon shall- be con
founded and the sun ashamed."
When this is published the
crisis may have passed and we
be smiling or it may be intense
and the world In tears—time will
tell.—William A. Holman

At thc meeting of the Damaris
cotta Club No. 1 July 26 plans
for field day at Clark's Cove j
Aug. 21 were discussed. II any clubs
in Knox County would like to have |
a booth on that day where articles
may be sold ior the benefit of their
particular Club, they should com
municate with Mrs. Adele Hobbe,
secretary of the Damariscotta
Townsend Club, and she will give
you full Uetalls.
We feel sure this gathering of
Clubs from southern Maine will
go far toward strengthening thc
bonds and making our organiza
tion the strongest, most discussed,
most respected, if not feared group i
of determined men and women in I
the country today. Why should [
we be so destitute of the necessities ’
of life, In our land of plenty, why !
should business go begging with |
money piled up in abundance, when
all that ts necessary is its proper
circulation and we have the Plan.
Keep right on fellow members add
ing to your numbers, vote for thc
man who 1s working for us, and we
are going to win in the near future.
Be sure to make tplans for this
Field Day in advance, bring all
your friends. There will be music,
games, plenty to eat. fine speakers,
and a pleasant outing for all.
Mrs. de Roquelalne
Chairman Publicity Committee,
Damariscotta. Maine

• • • »

*
;
|

At the Methodist Church tomor
row the Sunday School classes at
9.30 is followed at 10.30 by the
morning service. Rev Guy Wilson's
subject ‘"The Minister's Message."
The young people's meeting is at
630, and evening service at 7 30.
topic “Clouds After Rain."
• • • •
"Love" is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in
all churches of Christ. Scientist.
July 31. The Golden Text is: “The
Lord is good to all; and his tender
mercies are over all his works"
(Psalms 145:91. Among the cita
tions from the Bible are the follow
ing passages: “And we have known

At the Congregational Church
the service of public worship to
morrow is at 10.30. Thc subject of
the sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds
will be "The Religion of a Mature
Mind." Musical support of the ser
vice will be by the mixed quartet
with Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ.
• • • •
Rev C. A, Marstaller, pastor of
thc Littlefield Memorial Church,
will take as his morning topic
"Scarcity in tlie Midst of Plenty."
There will be a duet by Miss Bar
bara Robinson and Miss Ruth
Hammond witli Sunday School at
the close of the morning service
witli classes for all ages. Christian
Endeavor is at 6 p. m.. evening service at 7.15 p. m. The topic will be
"The Man Who Would Not Sell
Out.'' Mrs. Lola Wiffis will sing a
solo.
Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.30 followed by the
quarterly business meeting
• • * •
The timely topic, "Breakers
Ahead!” will be the subject of the
sermon at the First Baptist Church
Sunday morning.
Miss Gladys
Grant will be the soloist and Lorimer H. Dixon of Waterville will be
guest organist. The church school
with classes for all ages will meet
at noon. The Endcavorer’s inspira
tion hour will open at 630 with
Miss Irene Jones of Oordon Col
lege as the leader. The people's
evening service will open at 730
with Mr Dixon at the organ and
Miss Grant as soloist. Mr. Mac
Donald's last sermon before vaca
tion will have as its subject. "The
Greatest Opportunity of Love."
There will be a baptism at this serv
ice. The happy prayer and praise j
meeting will be held on Tuesday!
evening at 7.30.

FOR THE PICNIC
HAMBURG ROASTERS
CHARCOAL STOVES
GALLON THERMOS JUGS
GRILLS FOR OPEN FIRE
Everything lo make the pirnie or
camping trip more enjoyable and
comfortable at small cost.

Crie Hardware Co.
468 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
90-92

FOR SALE
“TWOVIEWS”
Attiactive Residence at

Dr. Edward W. Peaslee

The Highlands

Dentist
420 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 611-M
Associated with Dr. It. L. Stratton

Fine location for summer home
or overnight gnest house

Tel. Rockland 512-R

81-tf
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RUPTURE
SERVICE
EXPERTS
HERE
The Rice Rupture Service Ex
perts, personal representatives of
William S Rice, Inc., Adams. N.
Y„ will be at the NEW HOTEL
ROCKLAND,

ROCKLAND,

Every ruptured man, woman and
child should take advantage of this
great opportunity.
The Rice Method for Reducible
Rupture Control is known the world
over. You can now see this Method
Demonstrated and have a Rice Ap
pliance fitted to you. Absolutely no
charge unless you are satisfied to
keep the Outfit after having thc
Appliance adjusted and you see how
perfectly and comfortably it holds.
No harsh, deep-pressing springs;
nothing to gouge the flesh and make
you sore.
Wear this Appliance for a full
fifteen days trial and if you are not
perfectly satisfied at the end of that
time, return it.
Thousands have reported entire
satisfaction through using the Rice
Appliance. Why suffer the burden
of reducible rupture suffering if
there is a chance to be free from
it? Anyway, it will cost you noth
ing to come in and learn all about
the Rice Method and the wonderful
opportunity for help it offers. Just
ask at hotel desk for the Rice Rep
resentatives and they will do the
rest. Hours are 10 to 12 a. m , 2 to
5 p. m. or 7 to 9 evenings.

Don't miss this great opportunity
lo see these Experts.

If-LOM I Vf F
for Your OLD Iron
toward this Nationally Advertised *7”s iron
Our Annual Campaign
GENERAL ELECTRIC “PHANTOM”

A truly beautiful, fully automatic General Electric
Iron that glides through ironing like a Phantom.
Built for outstanding service, gracefully styled in
streamline contour. Temperature control dial is marked
to indicate the correct ironing temperature for each
fabric, “Silk,” “Cotton,” “Wool.” “Linen,” and an
“OIF’ position for your convenience. Just “dial” the
fabric to be ironed and the proper ironing temperature
for that fabric will be reached automatically and main
tained accurately. Deep blue Textolite, form-litting
handle with integral thumb rest, is designed to relieve
arm, wrist, and shoulder strain. Button nooks permit
ironing under and around buttons. Heel stand saves
needless lifting. Weight only 4 pounds.

Special I’ntii August 31
WILLING WORKER
WANTS A JOB
I am very anxious to secure
work at onee. Electrician, any
work of a mechanical nature,
driving car or truck, in fact any
thin?.
Could work for small
wage if a bit of time were avail
able Tuesday. Thursday and Sat
urday to allow present small job
to be continued.

WILBUR W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL 19-W
•

Phantom Iron
Hrg. Price.............. 97.95
91 ALLOWANCE for Your Old Iron.............. 1.00

Campaign Price
DESIGNED TO SUIT
EVERY INDIVIDUAL
PREFERENCE

Your conception of a monument
can be faithfully Interpreted by
our master artisans. We are
recognized specialists ln all types
of memorial sculpture. In the
event that you have no special
design preference, wc can assist
you ln making an appropriate
selection on the basis of our
knowledge and experience.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

4»tf

ME.,

FRIDAY, AUG. 5.

REMEMBER—The 91 ALLOWANCE for your OLII Iron applies to
the abore or to the ii. E. “Value - Matir99 iron. Nationally
adrertised at $.7.9.7—you pay only $1.9.7 with your old Iron

Offer Void After
CENT
August 31!

POWE

BMAI H E
IMPART

A Value that comes
bnt once a year!

)

I
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ing guest since Tuesday of Mrs.
Vesper A. Rokes.
Mrs. Rose Watts, who passed a
few days with her sister. Mrs. Mar
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor tha Watts returned Sunday to
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal are
Howard M. Solenberger of Win
home from a recent visit with their
JEFFERSON
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
son and family, Dr. and Mrs. Ray
chester, Va., died July 25 at the
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Mrs. Katherine Cunningham is mond Vinal in Arlington, Mass.,
Veterans' Hospital, Washington, D.
The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
in Sebasco to care for cottages.
where Dr Vinal has recently bought
C., where he had been a patient
Maine’s waterfront.
A fine humorous play, "Blest Be a home. Jane W. Vinal came home
for five months. Mr. Solenberger the Tie,” will be presented Aug. 5 with them and will remain for the
was well known here as his wife was at Jefferson Grange Hall for the rest of the summer with her grand
AFTERWARD
1 West Quoddy Head for his courtesy
the former Gladys Whitmore. Mrs benefit of the South Jefferson parents.
When I never go out to the sea again. in showing our party around the
But. tied to a land man’s tether.
Dr A. H. St. Clair Chase of New I handle a spade, or push a pen
station. I found the radio beacon
Solenberger spent her summers at Church. Special music will be fur
To
keep body and soul together.
nished
by
the
Katherine
Ridgeway
ton Centre. Mass will arrive Sat
apparatus
very interesting and enthe Whitmore cottage. Medomak.
Some things I'll mt-s—the salt sea’s
Camp girls.
urday to join Mrs Chase, at their
kiss
I joyed the call at the Station very
and Mr. Solenberger was a frequent
Mr and Mrs. H A. Clark, Mr and summer home, for a vacation of And the tang of gusy weather.
much It was my first trip there
visitor there.
I’ll have a bunk that ts wide and warm. by land, but have passed there many
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson Mrs Andrew Wheeler, Mr and Mrs several weeks.
And a fire where the logs are burning.
Howard Norwood Jr. was guest And perhaps a face In that homelike times by water.
leave today to spend the weekend j F J. Hale, Miss Jennie Wilton, and
place
Mrs Ruby Clark went Wednesday Thursday of a friend in Kennebunk. Will keep
Oeorge Morong substituted for
ln Boston.
my heart from turning:
to
Bar
Harbor.
But
beyond
pine, the sea will whine me during my absence.
Elliott Stenger returned Thurs
. Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. And fill my the
mind with yearning
Gardens, both vegetable and
Carl E. Jackson of Whitefield and Leland Philbrook’s were Mr. and
day to Philadelphia after spending
I
’
ll
stay
ashore
the ships go forth flowers, are at their best now.
a vacation at the summer home of Eva M. Hall of Aina were married Mrs Harry Compton and sons, And watch theirasgray
forms crawling
The Ladies Aid. sponsored a sup
Beneath the bndg s, past the piers.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas July 24 by Rev. J. E. Besant, pastor Harry and Donald, of Portland
Into the mist that’s falling.
per
in the Arrowsic hall recently for
of the First Baptist Church, at the
Stenger, Martin's Point.
Mrs. Clara Lermond is employed And the arms of the sea will reach to
me
a worthy cause. Mrs. Woodward
Miss Marjorie Benner of Gardiner parsonage.
for the summer at the home of And that same low voice be calling.
was unable to attend as she and
ls visiting her aunt, Mrs. Willis
Mrs. George Hoffses spent Wed- ! Miss Hllda George, Thomaston
F A McHenry
tlie children were on an extended
• • * •
Crowell.
nesday witli Mrs Hannah Bond and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn, Miss
vacation
taking ln the K of P.
Roy C. Beale of Saugus, Mass, Miss Mary Richardson.
Bear Island
Harriet Hahn, Miss Susie Hahn.
carnival at Jonesport.
is visiting at the home of Mrs War
Frederick Jackson, Roscoe Cun Miss Thelma Stoddard, and Joseph There is a great deal of activity
I am keeping bachelor quarters
ren W. Creamer.
ningham, and Emery Ogilvie at-1 Hahn were dinner guests Sunday here at present and numerous
Stanford Blake of Dexter is visit tended the State wide meeting of ] of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn in yachts In the vicinity. Races are and getting some inside varnishing
done during their absence
ing (Philip Weston at the home of the Young Republicans Friday in j Gardiner
held twice a week.
Sorry to have missed seeing
his parents, Mr. and Mrs S. H Portland.
George Gray is having a vacation Capt. and Mrs. Stanley have re
Oscar Burton. Call again soon!
Weston.
of
a
few
days,
and
accompanied
by
|
turned home after substituting for
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Merchant
• • • ♦
The annual lawn party of the I and daughter. Anne, of Boston. Mrs. Oray motored today to Gilead Keeper and Mrs. Kennedy during a
Portland Head
Woman's Club which was to have ' Mass., are visiting Mrs Lucy Syl- . for their son, Douglas Gray, who has 15-day leave of absence.
The Black Cat came back. Wel
been held Thursday at the home of '
completed
a
six
weeks
summer
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Barnes
and
vester.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was post- j
course at the Maine Forestry Camp two children of Petersham, Mass, come home! We got worried a bit
poned until Friday because of rain J Rev George B Davis of Aina was in Gilead, as a part of his course made a recent visit at the station.
What's happened at the light staguest
of
Rev.
and
Mrs
J.
E
Besant
Friday the weather still being in- j
Mr and Mrs. Kennedy passed an tions? Why doesn t someone get
and was leader Tuesday o t the at the University of Maine
clement, the affair was held in the
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Linlkin and enjoyable
vacation in visiting
prayer meeting.
mad and send in some letters? It
High School auditorium.
daughter, Inez, of Worcester. Mass. friends on the Mohawk Trail, Whit
has been quiet here; even the bus
Mrs Lawrence Nadeau is visiting
were overnight guests Tuesday of comb. Summit and also went to see
skips a trip now and then. The
WARREN
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wiley
the two dams in process of con i checker board is visited every day
Welt
The Woman's Club meets Thurs- t The August group from the Con struction at the Metropolitan Area
and some great games are played.
Parents of children entering school
day at 720, with Miss Dell Powne gregational Ladies' Circle have They spent some time with Mr
R T. Sterling motored to Rum
this fall are urged to take their of Boston and China Lake, teacher! planned a public dinner, to be held and Mrs. Barnes of Petersham.
ford last Saturday to visit his
children to the clinic which will be
in the Boston Trade Schoo! for Thursday at "Galashiels.'' the Mass., and on return here were ac , nephew Fred Sterling at the Rum
held at Dr. Stanley Lenfest's office 1
Girls, as the guest speazer, her sub- , George Walker cottage at Martin s j companied by three of Mr Ken ford hospital. Mr. Sterling brings
Tuesday from 2 to 6 o'clock. If
Ject, “Vocational Education." Miss J Point, Friendship. A baked bean nedy's nephews who are having a back a favorable report on Fred's
transportation is desired, communi
Beatrice Haskell, of the Conserva dinner will be served .and a silver delightful time vacationing in illness. In the party with Mr.
cate with Supt. A. D. Gray.
tory of Music w‘ll play several violin collection taken. An entertainment Maine.
Sterling were Mrs. Charles Sterling
Miss Madeline Genthner is visit
• • • •
selections The question of Jcm- will be given ln the afternoon. The
and daughter Marion of Peaks
ing friends In Damariscotta this
Burnt Island
ing the Maine Federation of Wo- i committee includes, Mrs. Grace
i Island and Mrs. R T. Sterling.
week.
men's Club.1, will be voted upon. [ Campbell, Mrs. George Walker, i There Ls not much news of In
Cheer up! Dog days are here.
Mrs. Harriet Young of Brewer and
Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs. Carrie Mrs. Gertrude Hahn. Mrs. Olive terest at this station, but there ls
Fog is making good headway at
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grinnell of
Smith, and Mrs. Evelyn Powers Peabody, and Mrs. Alice Watts. plenty of fog.
Houlton are guests of Mr. and Mrs. will report on discrepancies ln the ! Members of the circle not solicited. | Several summer visitors have this writing—good all around fog.
We listen to Ram Island Ledge bell,
Lawrence Weston.
by-laws. In charge of the program are requested to take sweets. The called at this station this year, to to Cape Elizabeth horn, to the bell
Mr and Mrs. H. C. Storm, daugh
are. Miss Lillian Russell, Mrs. Mar affair will be held regardless of the go in the tower and look out over buoy, to boats' signals going in and
ter Virginia and son Charles of Ran
the trees which have had their out, and we say it's music in the air
jorie Spear. Mrs. Christine Barker, weather.
dolph, Mr and Mrs. Frank B San
Fred Bucklin, who has been a tops cut off.
Mrs. Ada Spear, and Miss Bertha
! but tough on the brass works.
born of Cambridge. Mass.,, and Miss
summer student at the Maine Fores- i The trees certainly got a shave
Starrett.
The numerous residents around
Jessie Sutherland, R. N. of Damari
Miss Evelyn Winslow of Waldo try Camp in Gilead, returned home by Mr. Miller and the Keeper, but about complaining of the new horn
scotta have been recent guests of
it is nice to look from the window recently installed here must be re
boro is with her aunt, Mrs. Alvah today.
Rev and Mrs. O. G. Barnard.
Barlow Wetherbee entertained into Boothbay Harbor.
signed to the sound. If not, they
Simmons.
The firemen held a street dance
' Wednesday at his Pleasant Point
It is a pleasure for us to watch are certainly getting an earful, but
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Hoffses.
who
Wednesday, which was well patron
cottage, for lunch and supper. Mr the small yacht race twice a week, men don't make fog.
ized. At 6.30 that evening they have been visiting relatives in War and Mrs. Oscar E Starrett, Mrs. as they pass near the station.
staged a water battle for the amuse ren and Thomaston have returned Angeline Greenough. Mrs. Robert
Keeper and Mrs. Muise had as
to White Plains, N. Y.
ment of the onlookers.
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin supper guests last week. Miss Arlene
The Happv-go-luckies 4-H Club Watts, Mrs. Martha Burgess. Mrs Brewer. R N . of St Andrews Hos
Miss Gene Keene of Bremen is
spending a few days with her sister, will meet Tuesday after noon at the Ralph Wiggin, Miss Frances Spear, pital and her friend Cecil McFee.
home of their local leader, Mrs. Mrs W H. Robinson. Lawrence F. We enjoyed every minute of their
Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Chester Jenks. Jr., of Manchester, Mary Moore.
1 Kalloch of Warren, Mr. and Mrs. stay and we are looking forward
N. H., has been recent guest of his
Miss Madeline Emmons, who William Teague of Canaan Conn., for them to come again soon.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. George passed a vacation of two weeks with and for supper, Stuart C. Burges.'
Willard Muise had as recent over
Howard.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 1 of Rockland, John Robinson, Ralph night guest, Dexter Saywood of
Donald Hilton of Springfield, A. Emmons, will return Sunday to Wiggin of Warren, Mrs. Otho Boothbay Harbor.
Mass, is visiting his grandparents, New York city.
Thompson of Medford. Mass., and Madelyn and Willard attended
Mr and Mrs. George Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoffses of Mrs Rensforth Yeo of Brighton, the theatre yesterday and saw the
Mrs. Sadie Richardson has re White Plains, N. Y , were recent Mass.
j movie “Robin Hood." They report
turned to Medford, Mass., after a callers on Mrs. Ella Lewis.
Mrs Austin Wiley of this town, 1 it as first class entertainment.
visit with friends and relatives in
Carl Brenner of Newark, N. J., accompanied by Mrs. Mabel Mank
We are still looking for the for
town.
and Friendship was dinner guest of Waldoboro enjoyed a recent mo mer Keeper and Mrs. Staples to
Miss Catherine Larrabee and Miss recently at the home of Mr. and tor trip to Dover, N. H.
call on us.
HALL FAMILY
Elizabeth Larrabee of Hartford, Mrs. Herbert A Emmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Stilphen Keeper Muise has the hay all cut
Conn., have been visiting their aunt,
Mr. and Mrs Charles Robbins re of Bath were dinner guests Wed and hauled away—a good job done.
The thirty-third reunion of the
Mrs. Porter Soule.
turned Monday to New York city nesday of Misses Lizzie Winslow and
Best wishes to everyone along the decendants of Ebenezer Hall will be
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bullard, after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Parker Winnie Winslow.
coast.
held at Penobscot View Grange
• • • •
Miss Edith Atherton and James McKellar.
Guests this week of Miss Marion
Hall the second Wednesday ln Aug
Doubling Point Range
Atherton were visitors Thursday at
The third and fourth degrees Wallace, were Misses Marie Whit
ust (10th). Everybody come.
the home of Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
were worked Tuesday at Warren ten and Lorraine Whitten of Port I Fog and rain are still in evidence
Si-93
Arthur Pepe, Jr., of Revere, Mass., Grange on Mrs. Alzada Simmons land. They will pass next week all along the coast. At this writ
is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Visitors were present from Meen- at the home of Mrs. Bertram Black ing the fog is as thick as the pro
CRIEHAVEN
Mrs. Luigi Abbotoni.
haga Grange, of Waldoboro, Good ing ton.
verbial pea-soup. Fortunately It
Sarah (Philbrook), widow of will, of South Warren, and White
Carl Brown of Boston finds fish
Mrs. Walter Kimball of Portland clears away for part of the day at
Percy E. Storer, died Friday at her Oak of North Warren. Refresh
visited Tuesday at Mrs Flora Jones'. least, which I think Ls more than ing full of surprises Monday he
home on Medomak Terrace after a ments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wiederkeher I it is doing out on the Coast. I can hooked a cod by the tail! Wednes
long illness. She was born ln this
Joseph Teague, and son, Gordon of Boston were callers Wednesday hear Sequin and the Cuckolds very day he felt a tug on his line, hauled
town 73 years ago, daughter of the Teague of North Weymouth, Mass.,
it in, and found he had a pollock
at the home of Misses Lizzie Wins clearly.
late E. V. and Sarah (Tibbetts) have returned home after being
I
am
on
the
job
again
after
pass

about three feet long and a cod
low and Winnie Winslow.
Philbrook.
guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. S. KilVernal Wallace was recent guest ing a *' a-day leave of absence at almost as large, and—the anchor!
Mrs Storer ls survived by one bom in Thomaston, and Mr. and
Next trip he expects to haul in a
of St. Peter's Episcopal Church of Jonespc.t, and vicinity.
daughter, Sarah Storer Lash, Mrs. Edwin Teague in this town.
Rockland at the St. Thomas Epis I wish to thank Mr. Gray of bam door.
at home; a brother, Edward Phil
Mr. and Mrs M. S. Hahn, accom copal Camp on Lake Megunticook.
brook of Damariscotta, and one panied by their niece, Miss Thelma
Mrs. Abbott Spear entertained at
sister, Anita Philbrook, who made Stoddard, Miss Bertha Teague and
a supper party, Wednesday at the
her home with her sister.
Gordon Teague motored Tuesday to Spear summer home, Mrs. W. H.
Although suffering from ill health Bangor.
Robinson. Mrs. Ronald Messer, Mrs.
“LITTLE MISS BROADWAY”
for many years Mrs. Storer was al
Joseph Stickney and William Hilliard Spear, Mrs. Ellis Spear 2d
ways cheerful and courageous She Dobbins have completed repairs on
of this place. Miss Eleanor Goodwin
was devotedly cared for by her hus the barn at the M. S. Hahn home.
of Kennebunkport, Mrs Lawrence
band who preceded her in death by
Mrs. Willard Hall has been pass Leach of Rockland, Mrs. Edgar
a few months and by her daughter, ing this week at her home here
Barker of South Union. Cards were
Mrs. Lash.
and will return Sunday to Newton played.
Funeral services will be held from Corner, Mass.
the home Sunday at 2 o'clock. Rev.
Virginia Wilson of Worcester,
Oscar G. Barnard will be the offi Mass., is passing the summer with
PLEASANT POINT
ciating clergyman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Rev. George Merriam of Phila
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Miss
delphia will hold a service at the
Lucy
Teague.
Miss
Bertha
Teague,
SOUTH WARREN
Gordon Teaguei; and Miss Thelma Pleasant Point School House Sun
day at 2
The bad weather of the past two Stoddard enjoyed a picnic Monday
W W. Hall has motored to Milweeks has caused farmers in this night at the Lookout, Jefferson.
ton
to take his mother Alice L.
Samuel Smith and Almeda Smith
vicinity to lose tons of cut hay
Hall, home. Mrs. Hall has been
while that uncut is reported to be of Rockland were guests Tuesday
rotting at the roots. The weather of their sister, Mrs. Robert Connell. spending the past few weeks at her
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Randall son’s home here.
shows no improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O'Connell,
Mr. and Mrs. John Leavitt of were callers Sunday at the home of
daughter
Mary and sister Mias
Mrs.
Roy
French
at
Simonton's
Marblehead, Mass., are spending a
OConnell, Mrs. Mabel Decker and
Corner.
vacation at U. C. Leavitt's.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Chaffee of daughter Janet are spending a few
Mrs. Mabel Jordan has opened
her home and has as guest Miss Antrim, N. H.. passed last weekend days with Mrs. Mary Hall.

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

EvSry-OfKer-Daf
—r

Dragons Take Lead

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

A. & P. Softballers Still
To Be Reckoned With—
Four Misty Gaines
The Dragons defeated the Lions
at Community Park Monday night
23 to 13. Heavy hitting by the Dra
gons in the fifth and seventh inn
ings put the game in ice. Stevens,
Mank and Green had a perfect day,
registering a hit each time at bat.
A home run, by Ed Lynch with the
bases loaded was a feature of the
game. The score:
Lions

Mank, If ........ .........
Hary, c ..........
Sleeper, ‘ss .... .........
Chrlstofferson, 3b ....
Gatti, 2b ........ .........
Blaisdell, lb ....
Green, r ......... .........
Pooler, cf ...... .........
Beauleau. rf .. .........
Whitney, p

ab
3
4
5
5
6
4
4
3
2
4

r bh po
4 3 4
2 2 2
2 11
2 2 0
13 1
0 15
0 4 5
10 2
10 1
0 0 0

e
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
1

39 13 16 21 8
Dragons

ab r bh po e
6 2 11 0
5 3 5 4 1
......... 5 3 3 8 0
......... 5 3 3 0 0
4 2 0 1 0
......... 5 2 10 2
......... 5 3 3 0 0
......... 5 114 ol
......... 5 2 2 2 0
......... S 1 1 0 0
......... 2 12 1 0
— —
e
50 23 22 21 3
Dragons........... ... 0 1 4 0 8 1 9—23
Lions................ .... 2 0 0 6 1 0 4—13
Three base hits, Chapman. Hunt;
two base hits, Hunt. Hary. Green.
Umpires, Smith and Steeves.

Valenta. If ...
Stevens, 3b
Ladd, lb ........
Chapman, cf ..
Jenkins, rf ....
Lvnch, 2b ......
Hunt, p ..........
Day, c ............
Starr, ss ........
Whitehiil, r ....
Emery, rf ....

t
It's the romance of the year—shapely Priscilla Lane and handsome
Wayne Morris are a twosome, both off and on the screen. “Men Are Such
Fools,” their latest co-starring comedy, adapted from a Faith Baldwin
novel.—adv.

spatter printing, peep boxes, indi
vidual drawings and blue printing
Discouraging hay weather ls by the primary group The Junior
prevalent. Cattle will have poorj girls displayed attractive note books
fodder the coming winter.
and relief maps and the boys various
Mr and Mrs. Edward Alden and typdA of aircraft. Tlie vestry was
daughter Priscilla are on a motor crowded to capacity by the parents
trip to Flint. Mich., for a visit with ’ and friends of the school.
Mrs. Alden's sister whom she has
e e e e
The enrollment this year was 77
and the average attendance was 70,
The A. & P. lost tne top position not seen for several years.
Dr. and Mrs. Tuttle and Mrs. Eva making this the best record the
in the league standing Tuesday
night when they dropped a game J Sayward were in Portland Monday school has attained in the past four
on business.
years '- Forty-eight children re
to the Elks, 13 to 12 The score:
Mrs Chloe Mills of South Hope , ceived certificates of recognition for
A&P.
called Wednesday on friends here. regular attendance and faithful
ab r bh po a
Mrs. Lela Haskell is having new j work.
F. Mazzeo. r .... ......... 5 2 2 3 °l
sills and extensive repairs made on
The picnic was held Friday and
Hoffses, p ..... ........... 4 0 10 2 Lhe bank building.
due to the fog and rain had to be
4 0 11 °!
A Johnson, c
Arthur Stewart recently dropped held inside. Seventy children were
Anderson, cf . .......... 3 2 2 0 0 on his toes a heavy stick which
present and though the weather
4 2 14 1 | burst open the big toe. As it is
Keefe, 3b .....
was damp their spirits showed no
4 2 3 2 1| not healing well it is feared the
Clarke, ss .....
inclination
of being dampened. A
4 0 16 1 bone is injured.
T Mazzeo. lb
merry time was enjoyed in the
J. Mazzeo, rf .
4 2 3 1 °l Miss Eva Ware is confined to her
games and all went home happy.
V. Johnson, If
4 13 1 o home by illness.
Much credit is due Miss Sherman,
.......... 4 110 0, The many friends here of Oba
Melvin, 2b
the director, and the teachers and
diah Gardner were saddened to all who assisted for making thia
40 12 18 18 51 hear of his sudden death. He will
school so successful and beneficial
Elks
be greatly missed in the Grange to the children.
ab r bh po a circle all over the county.
Murgita. 3b ... .......... 4 3 4 4 1
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Moody and
TENANT'S HARBOR
4 111 0 son were recent business visitors in
Newman, r ...
4 2 3 1 0, Portland.
Oney. 2b .......
Townsend Club No. 1 will meet
4 12 8 0
Foster, lb .....
The Warren Odd Fellows baseball
Williams, ss ... .......... 3 2 11 0 team invaded this town Wednesday Monday night. All members are re
Marshall, p ... .......... 3 12 0 1 and won a closely contested game quested to be present as an im
4 0 0 0 0 7 to 6. Batteries were Robinson and portant club matter will be carried
Parsons, rf ...
4 0 2 1 0 Buck for Warren; A. Ames and out. Entertainment and refresh
Collins, c .....
Chrlstofferson, If ..... 4 2 3 1 0 Gould for Union. Highlights of the ments.
• • • •
Hanley, cf .... .......... 4 12 1 0 game were Robinson's two line
Church
Notes
smashes at his brother pitcher and
38 13 20 18 2 Aspey's graceful slide into first. A
“Crown Him Lord of All" will be
Three base hit, Murgita, Oney; return game will be played soon the subject of sermon by the pas
two base hit, Oney, Collins (2), J. which those who appreciate good tor at the morning service ln the
baseball will not fail to witness.
Church on the Hill 8unday at 10.30.
Mazzeo. V. Johnson, Melvin.
• • • •
• • • •
The choir of mixed voices will sing
In one of the best games of the
the anthem. Sunday Bible school
Messer-White
season, the Kiwanis Club and A. &
classes will meet immediately fol
Miss Annabelle White of Tops
P played a tied game Wednesday
lowing the morning service.
night. Both teams threatened nu field, became the bride of Colby
Children of the Daily Vacation
merous times, but the defense came ' Messer, Monday the ceremony per Bible School which has been con
through every time. The playoff formed in Augusta by Rev. Mr. ducted for the past two weeks under
comes Sunday afternoon at Oak Wool, pastor of the Baptist Church. the leadership of Miss Norma Far
land Park. T. Mazzeo saved the The couple were attended by Mr. num, children's worker, will pre
day for the A. & IP. by taking all and Mrs. Paul Harriman, of Haver sent the evening program, exhibiting
four bases in a run at the sixth inn hill, Mass., and this town. Im what they have learned and made.
ing. his run tielng the score. The mediately after the ceremony, Mr. Everyone is invited to attend the
Kiwanians' three runs came in the and Mrs Messer left on a trip of service at 7 o’clock.
fifth, Grossman getting a single, fol a few days to Moosehead Lake. On
The attendance of the school has
lowed by a double by Orne, and return they will make their home been even larger than last year, last
a hit by McCarty, all three coming here.
week'? averaging over 60 daily, with
Mrs. Messer is the daughter of
home. Carey stretched out a triple,
the girls leading in the attendance
and was brought in by a nice hit by Mr. and Mrs. Ora White of Tops contest.
Clarke. F Mazzeo also turned in field. a graduate of Lee Academy in
H '< l
Lincoln, and of Colby College. She
a double. The score:
was
in
1937
and
1938
a
member
of
HAWTHORNE
’S POINT
Kiwants
the faculty of Union High School
ab r bh po a
and last year held a teaching posi
Mr. and Mrs Eyra Sholes and
Shepherd, ss ........ ...3011 0
tion in Winn.
son Eyra and Mr and Mrs. Howells
Russell, r ............. .2 0 0 3 0
Mr Messer is the elder son of Mr. and son (David of Medford are vaca
Gardner, 3b .......... .3013 2
and Mrs. Merle Messer of this town, tioning at Rose Robinson’s Farm.
Glover, p ............... .3012 1
is a graduate of Union High and
Mr and Mrs. Esson and Mr. and
Brackett, lb ........ ...2017 0
a member of the Union Lodge, I.O. Mrs. Wendall Rivers of Portland
Mason, rf .............. ...3010 0
OF.
were guests last weekend of Mr.
Cummings, rf ...... .3 0 0 0 0
* • *♦
and Mrs. William Rivers.
8 110 0
Grossman, cf ......
Methodist Church Notes
Orne, c ................. ...3122 0
Mr. and Mrs. Nayer and daughter
McCarty, 2b ........ .2111 1
Morning worship begins at 10.30. Sueann of East Auro are guests at
Rev. Leo F Ross will preach on the Broad Cove Farm.
27 3 9 19 4 subject, “The Presence of Jesus."
Mrs Warner has returned home
A & P.
There will be a special baptismal after a brief visit with Mrs, Ruth
ab r bh po a service. Sunday school follows im Rockwell.
Carl Cederstrom spent Monday
4 0 2 4 0 mediately after the service. The
F. Mazzeo, r ........
A. Johnson, c ...... .3 0 0 1 l1 evening service begins at 7.30 and night with Richard Pales.
Reginald Ames of Massachusetts
V. Johnson, rf...... ...2010 0 the pastor will preach on the text
ls visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Keefe, 3b............... ...3 0 0 3 2 “To Me To Live Is Christ."
The exhibition of the Vacation Leon Ames.
T. Mazzeo, lb ...... ...2217 1
Thelma Wales. Jeanette Wales,
Carey, 2b ............. ...3120 0 Bible School was held Thursday
Hoffses, p .............. ...3 0 0 0 1 Miss Sherman, the director, con and Ida Olson will be hostesses at
Clarke, ss .............. ...3012 0 ducted a typical worship program, a baked bean supper Aug. 3 at the
»
J Mazzeo, rf ........ .3011 0 after which each department gave Town hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Eyra Sholes of
Anderson, cf ........ .3 0 0 3 0 a short program representative of
their work during the past two Medford were callers Monday night
29 3 8 21 5 weeks. The primary group gave on Miss Mina Woodcock.
several motion songs. The junior
Umpires, Smith and Steeves.
• • ♦ •
boys gave several Scriptural passages
ALFRED M. STROUT
The Post Office won 9-8 over the and poems, significant of their study. Nood Ho* Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
Shells last night, the winning run The junior and intermediate girls rolds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Insurance
Chi-chee-ters Diamond Brand Fills are effective,
coming in the last of the sixth inn had a candlelighting ceremony reliable and give Quick Relief Sold by
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
alldruggiata for over 50 years. Atkfor .
Shirley Temple, the world's Number One star, brings a whole new world ing. From the fourth inning play growing out of their study and
THOMASTON, MAINE
looetf of fun in her latest 20th Century-Fox musical, “Little MLss Broadway,” was in the rain and darkness. Scores based on the Ten Commandments. CHICHESTERS PILLS
will be published.
*TNI #IAMOK0<y MANO",
and she’s never had a grander east of troupers around her,—adv.
The handwork on exhibition was

UNION

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Zetta Jordan of Brunswick.
Mrs. Alice Lermond of East Provi
dence, R. I., ls spending the week
at C. J. Copeland’s. She accom
panied Mrs. Simon Welt and Mr.
and Mrs Jesse Welt and daughter
Marjorie who are visiting relatives
Ja Cushing.

with Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes
Mr. Chaffee is located at Bates Col
lege for the summer.
Miss Florence Tolman of Augusta
called Wednesday on several friends
ln this town.
Mrs. Harold Ladd returned Thurs
day to Manchester, N. H., after be

MODERN WOMEN

i

Every-OtKer-Day
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THE CAMDEN HILLS PARK

Page Five

CAMDEN HILLS RECREATIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Is Numbered Among the State’s Most Notable

Recreational Projects
Modernity amidst the wilderness rooms, a ward, nurses' room and
Is the keynote of the Recreational bath, where any campers temporari
Demonstration project at Duck- ly 111 can be cared for. The 40 build
ings have been built with care and
trap Stream ln the Camden Hills,
also with an eye to permanency
where a camp to accommodate 72 and beauty. All have either concrete
campers Is being erected under the or masonry foundations.
Three separate units 500 feet each
National Park Service. Use of this
camp with all its beauty, spacious from the main unit have six camp
ers, cabins accommodating four
ness and fine buildings has been ap
campers each two counselors cabins
plied for by the Bangor-Brewer and a recreational hall. With each
Young Women's Christian associa unit ls a wash house ln which there
tion, and here the 1939 camp pro are four touts.
In the central wash house are
gram of the “Y” Is expected to be
shower baths, toilets and lavatories.
conducted.
All structures are made of cedar.
Started nearly three years ago For variety some are palisade type,
as a Resettlement project, the work others log cabin style and some
was turned over to the Recreational maney edge. With their creosote
Demonstration and later became a stain they make an attractive ap
pearance in the dense forest.
project under the National Park
With each unit's recreational hall
service, but It remains a recreation Is a large stone fireplace and on
al demonstration project, one of the porch of each ls an out-ofabout 40 In the United States. Tb- door fireplace where picnic cook
day the National Paik Service is ing can be done. These are connect
ed with the chimney of the main
using C.C.C. unit 1130 composed of
fireplace and are of the type seen
200 men ln completing the work on
ln Natlonl Parks throughout the
the camps under the direction of country.
N. H Poster, acting project man
Four Hundred Acres
ager Mr Poster expects work to be
Located on the 5,040 acre hold
completed on the buildings, water
ings of the government, the camp
and sewer systems by October 1, site itself embraces 40 acres, where
1
but thinks that the landscaping will a program of nature study and
not be completed this year.
wilderness camping can be carried
Located four miles off the main on which cannot be equalled any
'if i < ® |MR
highway from Lincolnville beach, where else in Maine. A trail system
the camp ls reached by a good dirt and Adirondack shelters on Megun
road which makes access easy. Ar ticook Mountain will give excellent
1
riving at the camp site, one IM' at opportunity for pioneering for the
the first of the four camp units. campers who. with counselors, will
Here one finds the administrative enjoy over-night hikes to the moun
group consisting of a garage, ad tain.
Ducktrap Stream runs within 500
ministration building, dining hall,
staff quarters, quarters for help, feet of the administrative buildings
central wash house, infirmary and and here a bathing pool 150-100 feet
i
i wUl be built with ripped sides and a
museum.
Located in the Camden Hills Is one of the federal Recreational Demonstration projects where a ramp site of RID acres is being developed into a modern recreational renter. In the pirlure, upper
The dining hall. 20-86 feet, has a sand bottom. Specifications call for
left
is one of the unit campers’ cabins which will accommodate four; at lhe upper right are 'hose in charge of ihe project. Left io right, V II. Foster of Newcastle, acting project manager; J. I,. Moodv
a
graduated
depth
which
will
start
large field-stone fireplace in one
of Camden, senior foreman; C. P. Piper, Camden, foreman; J. P. Caspcronis, Camden, sub-foreman; L. I). Libby. Camden senior engineer: II. O. Heistad of Rockport, landscape architect. At the lower
end and continuous windows along with shallow water for the begin
left is one jf the beautiful fireplaces which are found in many of th? 40 buildings which arc now nearing completion; at the lower right Is one of the recreational halls found in each of lhe camp units.
the side and ends. A hard wood ners in swimming and will develop i
floor makes the room suitable for to seven feet on the deep end.
All of the areas were purchased and kitchen, but the campers are out charge upon the two weeks' no- Concord. N H.. and Beach Pond, a character building organization,
A large athletic field is being when the landscaping has been
dancing parties The dining room
with
federal funds for development I divided among two. three, four or ; tice to the Regional Director at Noose Neck. R. I.
done
and
one
finds
lawns,
flowers
offering a two-fold program to un
graded
and
will
afford
opportunity
adjoins a spacious serving room
as national demonstrations, in the more units of 20 to 30 persons each. Richmond. Virginia.
The camp project has been esti derprivileged girls of club activities
and walks amid the forest.
with a kitchen large enough for for out-of-door sports.
The primary purpose of the 46 utilization of unprofitable lands, for Each unit Ls equipped with a suit , Other organizations with pro- mated at a quarter of a million in the winter and camp program ln
Five KW sets will operate the
two army stoves and equipped with
demonstration
areas public recreational purposes. Most j able lodge and latrine. Water sup i grains in keeping with the envir dollars, unofficially. Needless to say the summer, certainly seems an or
a cement floor. A large built ln re water system which comes from an recreation
of them are designed for inclusion. I ply and sanitation, as wellj as fa onment of the area—such as camp- that it is vast—that everything that ganization which wouid meet the
throughout
the
country
Is
to
provide
frigerator with three compartments artesian well 340 deep and will also
when development operations have 1 cilities for a wide range of educa ! ing, hiking, educational and char has been done has been done well specifications required by the gov
facilities
for
non-profit
organized
generate
the
electricity
which
will
for vegetables, milk and meat is
been
concluded, among properties, tional activities, aquatic, and other acter building, may use the camp and a great deal of money has ernment. Miss Gladys B. Russell,
camping
in
maximum
degree
at
light the camps. The sewage will
iced from the outside.
administered
by state government sports, are being offered the camp during the fall, winter, and spring necessarily been entailed in its erec general secretary of the Bangor ‘Y’,
minimum
cost.
On
22
acres
east
go
into
a
septic
tank
and
through
a
The administration building, has
! at the rate of 25 cents per night tion. The major part of Ihe money who has directed the camp at Soiing group as a whole.
a large recreation hall, and will disposal fleld, ensuring the most of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers agencies.
for each person. Such organizations has been spent in Eastern Maine rento for 10 years, Ls well known
The
camps
themselves
are
being
Camp
centers
are
rented
for
the
35
camps
arc
completed
or
in
pro

efficient
of
sanitation.
be equipped for Indoor activities on
A visit to the camp makes one cess of construction. Twelve camps established in accordance with a summer season to incorporated or must obtain approval of the local building materials, purchased in for her ability as a director; and If
rainy days and general assemblies
realize that the designer was a per- I were in operation on these areas modern principle whereby inter ganizations on the basis of 10 weeks j camp advisory committee and resi Camden, Belfast and Bangor. Offi the Bangor organization does re
of the units.
son
of vision Everything has been during the summer of 1937 through related units accommodate restrict-' at the rate of S6 per camper for dent project manager before per cials say that everything that could ceive the camp for the 1939 season,
The staff quarters has four bed
ed numerical groups. That prac the full camper capacity of the mits are issued.
be purchased in the locality has one may look for an unusually well
rooms and a living room with a fire built to last, no item of sanitation leases issued on the basis of rec
tice eliminates many objections of camp. Thus, the seasonal rental for
been and so tlve project has been of developed program.
ommendations
to
the
National
Park
has
been
overlooked,
and
everything
I
One Of Three In N. E.
place. All of the fireplaces are
the “mass" camping of former days.; a camp, with a capacity of 60 camp
benefit to many even during its
Note: The above article Ls repub
equipped with heatolators which for the comfort, safety and happi- j Service by local camp advisory com
The Camden Hills project is one
Each camping center is provided ers, Ls $360 Organizations which
construction What it will mean to lished through the courtesy of the
mittees
composed
of
public-minded
ness
of
youth
has
been
considered.
;
will make the camps suitable for
cf three recreational demonstra- the out-of-doors program cannot Bangor Daily News, which, with
Today in the process of con- , citizens who conducted a study of with a central administrative group have leased the camp for this 10winter use if a winter sports pro
of buildings including such indis week period may use the camp site tion projects in New England, the be estimated in dollars and cents.
its customary generosity loaned the
the
community
camping
needs
as
a
struction
the
camps
are
attractive
]
gram Is desirable.
pensable structures as a dining hall • at other times during the year with other two being at Bear Brook, The Bangor Y W.C.A., primarily cuts used therewith.
basis
for
their
recommendations.
and
one
can
easily
picture
the
time
|
The Infirmary has two isolation

-----------------------

VINAL HAVEN
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Hutchinson
of Columbus, and Rev W J. Hutch
inson of Cleveland, arrived Wednes
day at El-Will-El cottage at the
Reach.
Thorwald Ross and John Ross of
Cambridge, Mass., are guests of L.
A Coombs at Boulder cottage, Shore
Acres.
Walter Torfason returned Wed
nesday from Portland for a short
vacation.
Harold Vinal was in Yarmouth
this week where he had an engage
ment to read original and other
poems.
The launching of the 47-foot aux
iliary yacht owned by Thorwald
Ross of Cambridge, Mass., and
which was built by L. A. Coombs,
will be launched today.
Francis MacDonald of Camden is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ira Mac
Donald.
The Round-A-Bout Club met
Wednesday with Mrs. Andrew John,
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman are
receiving congratulations on the
birth July 26 of a son. Arthur
Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bennett,
daughters Dorothy and Melba of
Washington, D. C„ Edmund Bennett
of Leicester. England, and Mr. and
Mrs. William Holmes of Baltimore
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Pears.
Jack Lowe of New York is visit
ing relatives at the Lowe residence
on High street.
Meredith Trefrey is home from
Portland for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. ID. W. Stanley,
daughter Shirley and son Edwin of
Portland are guests of Mrs. Stan
ley's mother, Mrs. Mary Cassie.
The Mother and Daughter Club
met Friday with Mrs Forrest Maker.
Carlton Clark is home this week
from Portland.
Many of the summer people are
leaving town owing to the fog and
rain, which ls unusual for this thhe
of year.

OWL’S HEAD
Mr and Mrs Brooks Fowler and
daughter Jean of Brooklyn, N. Y,
who spent three weeks at the home
of Mr. Fowler's aunt, Mrs. Allan
Holt, returned home today.
Miss Pixie Meek, who has been
guest of Miss Margaret Richardson
has returned to New York.
Miss Margaret Borgerson has re
turned from a visit in North Sut
ton, N H., and Boston.
Miss Ruth Russell is ln Boston for
a few days.
Mrs. Alfred Pillsbury and son
Charles are in South Weymouth.
Mass., for a short visit.
Mrs. Homer Yates spent the week
ln Springfield. Mass.
Dr. W B. Adams arrives today
for a month's vacation with his
family at Easter Hill.
Mrs. Minnie Smith and son
Thomas are visiting Keeper Smith
on Two Bush Light.
J. Walter Kirk is a patient at
the Togus Hospital.
Residents on Shell street are glad
to see road construction ln progress.
Bible Summer School will open
Monday at the church.
Recent arrivals at Ye Anchor Inn
are Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Keans of
Bethlehem, Pa., Mrs. W. M. Lever,
Mrs. E. Levvy of Philadelphia. Mrs
H. Magel of Frankford, Pa . and
Miss Janet Lever of Philadelphia.
A hot dog roast was held Mon
day night at Lucia Beach, Ash
Point, by the Owl’s Head Grange In
honor of Murdoch Smith, Owl’s
Head Grange entrant in the Rock
land, Camden and Portland Soap
Box Derbies, and Perry Margeon
a Grange member. Both boys won
a heat each in the Portland race.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Albert MacPhall and children Kath
erine and Albert. Mr. and Mrs. Ger
ald iMargeson and sons Perry and
Robert, Mr. and Mrs. Eino Anderson,
Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Arey. Mrs.
Ellena Fredette, Murdoch Smith,
William Foster, Francis Dyer and

«

SOUTH THOMASTON ! employed in Portland for more than
a year, is spending a vacation at
Mrs. Mabel (Brown) Felch. of i her home here.
Whitinsville, Mass., called on friends
Miss Mary Bartlett. Mrs. William
Clement. Mrs. Fred Ripley and Mrs.
here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stahl, and Robert Robinson, former Kents Hill
children of Newton. Mass., are visit
I,
ing Mrs Hopkins' parehts Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Hopkins
Mrs Margaret Box is guest of
her sister Mrs. Helen Emery in
Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Gilmore have
returned from a weeks vacation
ln Portland and Boston
Miss Mary Ulmer who has becn

students were guests Tuesday aft
ernoon of Mrs. Charles Emery at
her home in Rockland to greet Miss
Devine, their former teacher at
the school. It was with much
regret they learned that Miss De

vine had been delayed in Augusta
by illness and Ls now in Augusta
Hospital. Other guests were Miss
Susie Sleeper of this place. Miss
Jeannie McConcie of Rockland
a former Kents Hill student. Mrs.

Harry Leon of North Carolina. Mrs.
Elmer Witham of Rockland, and
Mrs. Richard Hodson.
Miss Susie Sleeper accompanied
by her father W. <P. Sleeper and her
aunt, Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike mo-

tored to Boothbay Harbor recently
and were guests of Mr. and Mrs
S B Hall of Wethersfield, Conn.
Charles Johnson of Rockland
visited his granddaughter Mrs. Dana
Gilmore recently.

THE ONLY

Mary Poster. In spite of the fog.
a merry time was passed
• • • •

LOW-PRICED CAR WITH

Miss Kalhrvn C. Emery

Miss Kathryn C. Emery died Tues
day morning ln Rockland. Miss
Emery was born June 19. 1873. at
tended the public schools at Owl's
Head, High School at Thc 'Keag.
and graduated from the Castine
Normal School. She taught ln the
public schools of Knox County, held
secretarial positions in Rockland,
and later in Massachusetts as com
panion. For a number of years
she lived with her brother. Dr. R.
L. Emery in Winchester. Mass.
Miss Emery was highly intellec
tual. reading extensively in historv
and travel, and was always inter
ested in the events of the day.

She was of a loving, kindly na
ture, exceptionally true to her family
and friends. Her life was the ex
emplification of the Golden Rule.
She was the third daughter of
the late Bradford and Elizabeth O.
Emery, and is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Faith E. Hurd of Bos
ton, and Mrs. Clara E Packard of
Owl's Head; and two brothers. Syd
ney P. Emery Of Owl s Head and
Winchester, and Dif.' Robert L.
Emery of Winchester.
Miss Emery made her home with
Mrs. Packard at the old homestead,
Rose Hill Farm.

ALL THESE FEATURES:

Perfected
Hydraulic Brakes

85-Horsepower
Valve-in-Head Eng

All-Silent, All-Steel Bod
Genuine Knee-Action

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

Peaslee & Rosl, Vinalhaven

ROCKLAND

Barker’s Garage, Union

TEL 1250

Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston

i
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CAMDEN

A Service Medal
Awarded To A. R. Pilley of
Brooks In Token of 25
Years’ Representation

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

POEMS OF PROFIT”
SHE LOST HER RING /

AH, DAV OF V7OE /
SHE KNEVJ NOT VJHERE
TO LOOK OR GO.'

TWE WHOLE WORLD
SUDDENLY WENT '8IM6'”
FOR AH, 'TWAS HER
ENGAGEMENT RING/

SHE TRIED THE GOOD OLD

WHAT WOULD HER DARLING
WILLIE SAY ? ? -

AND THEN AN IDEA
CANE HER WAY/

CLASSIFIED/
THE FINDER AT HER DOOR APPLIED

A. R. Pilley. well known insurance
The
man of Brooks, who represents tlie
LOST and FOUND
Fidelity-Phenix
Fire
Insurance
As collected by our correspondent, Alton
recovers
Company, a member company of
II. Crone, who Ls also The Courier-Gazette's
things f
the
"America
Fore"
Insurance
and
authorized business agent in that town.
( WA-TJooTT"
Oh anqthmq,
Indemnity Group, has just been
Office phone 501; residenre phone 2439.
including
presented with the company’s long
rings'
service
gold
medal,
in
token
of
more
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Grindle
and
Miss Rose Johnson of Worcester, 1
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. D F. Vesey ' children Ruth. Gage and Douglass than 25 years' representation. The
of Medford. Mass., were recent 1 are spending the weekend with Mr. face of the medal reproduces thc
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence , and Mrs. Gage Grindle of North insignia of the company, and on
the back. Mr. Pilley’s name and thc
east Harbor.
Taylor.
dates
of his representation are en
Stanton Dearborn was taken
Mr and Mrs. Harold Stevenson
graved.
Thursday
to
the
Deaconess
Hos

and daughter Janice of Rockland.
The medal was given by Special
VAN TIM MATUMS SWOCaK. •»< «
Mass., arc visiting A. B. Stevenson. pital in Brookline. Mass., where he
Agent
R.
P
Burke,
field
man
for
the
Attorney and Mrs. Joseph De- will be a surgical patient.
Fidelity-Phenix and accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maloney who
vine who have been guests of his
by a letter from President Bernard
uncle Daniel A. Dougherty are re have been spending a vacation at M Culver, which said;
account presented for allowance by
at their summer home at Dorset, Vt.
Probate Notices
Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Admr.
turning Sunday to Bridgeport. the Wadsworth cottage at Norton
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Putnam
“It is with great pleasure tliat I
ESTATE ALBERT H. ROBINSON, late
Advertisement. ln thtz column not '
Pond are returning Sunday to
Conn.
of
Thomaston, deceased.
First and to exceed three llnee Inserted once for ,
and
son
Dyke,
who
have
been
vaca

ST.4TF.
OF
MAINE
and my associates welcome you into
final
account
presented
for
allowance
Bridgeport,
Conn.
To
all
person
Interested
In
cither
of
Rev Gabriel R. Guedjl. pastor of
25 centa, three times for 50 centa. Ad
the "Old Guard"—that Association tioning at the Everett Libby house,
by Nettle C Roblnscn. Exx
ditional llnee five cents each for one
Mrs. Christina Fish of Rockland of local agents and company em were obliged to shorten their stay the estates hereinafter named:
the Baptist Temple, Fall River.
JAMES HENDERSON late time 10 cents for three time*. Six i
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, of ESTATE
St.
George,
deceased,,
presented
by
Mass., who is spending the summer spent Thursday with Mrs. Albert ployes who have been connected here and returned to their home in and for the coun»y of Knox, on the Frank H Ingraham of Rockland. Pub small words to a line.
...
.
.
.. ~
,
19th day of July ln the year of our
at Northport, will occupy the pul Young.
with the companies of the America at Manchester. N. H. Thursday* due i Lord one thousand nine hundred and lic Admr.
ESTATE FRANCES M BACHELDER |^^.^.^.^>e«e^.eee«re».^e*ee«e^t(
pit in the Baptist Church Sunday
and bv adjournment from
Services Sunday at St. Thomas ' Fore Group for over twenty-five to the sudden illness of Mr. Put- thirty-eight
Petition
day Vo day from the 19th day of said late of Rockland, deceased
morning.
Episcopal Church: Holy Commun- I years. "Our Company has grown nam. It was feared that hospital July. The following matters having for License to Sell certain Real Estate
situated
ln
Rockland
and
fully
de
c-o•
been presented for the action thereThe annual Bazaar of St. Thomas ion at 7.30 a. m morning prayer and prospered greatly during thc troutninni
treatment might be necessary
upon hereinafter indicated It la hereby scribed ln said Petition, presented by
Adel
bert
R
Bachelder
and
Edwin
L.
parish will be held Wednesday on and sermon at 10.45 a. m.
Earl Achorn. lay preacher will ordered
period of your association with us,
Brown, both of Rockland. Admrs.
12-FT square stern row boat lost July
nreach
at
the
MctHodiKt
Church
That
notice
thereof
be
ghen
to
all
the lawn of the rectory.
W.
An 85-foot schooner from Estonia and we wish to acknowledge your preacn ai uie Meuioaisi vnurcn persons Interested, by causing a copy
ESTATE JAMES HENDERSON la’r 22 white with red trim; reward
STEARNS.
North Haven
89-91 !
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield S Richards that tiny republic located on the contribution to this success
Sunday
atmorning and evening of this order to be published three of St. George, deceased, presented byFrank
H
Ingraham
of
Rockland.
Pub

cervirpn
weeks successively In The Odurterobserved their 40th wedding an eastern shore of thc Baltic Sea.
If you have Real Estate lo buy
"We thank you for your loyalty, services.
Gazette, a newspaper published at lic Admr.
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
niversary at the summer cottage of south of the Gulf of Finland was and sincerely trust that your splenTlie schooner Annie Kimball with Rockland III said County, that they ‘Witness. HARRY E WILBUREsquire
..
. .
.
may appear at a Probate Court to he j Judge of Prohatc Court for
Knox
wish to rent or hire a Home or
4
their daughter and son-in-law in a recent and interesting visitor to' did representation of this company a party Of. nine vacationists
from held at said Rockland c-n the 16th day County. Rockland. Maine.
FOR SALE
Cottage, advertise in this column.
South Cushing. A family dinner this harbor.
j w111 continue for many years to Belfast on board has been anchored ?! A'*5t'st A _? t?38 Jt1 8 ? 1?!? ln tl£
Attest
Telephone 770.
forenoon, and be heard thereon if I
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
)(*******-»***—*—*S|
was enjoyed and the ruby decorated
Register
in Rockport harbor the past three they see cause
Methodist Church: Worship at conK."
HARD, fitted wood for sale; also
91-S-97
wedding cake was cut by Mrs. Rich 1030. preaching by the pastor, sub- '
days. The girls chartered the re- frank e Jones late of Rockland. I
Junk and flreplaen wood, all dried un
"FREE" YOUNG'S OFFERINGS
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
der cover. K. W DEAN. South Hope,
ards. Other guests at dinner were ject "Your Burden and Your Lord " [
conditioned
schooner
for
a
week's
Island with cottage, two boats; lobate thereof, asking that the same may
ROCKPORT
Tel Roekland 9499-12
91*96 | cated
on Lake ln Maine priced at
Mr. and Mrs. Willis J Spear and Music under the direction of A. F.
Notices of Appointment
cruise along the Maine coast, but be proved and allowed and that. Letters
-------Testamentary Issue to Joseph W Rob
1934 FORD coupe for sales
C P $10,000.
children. Eva. Willis, John and Sherman. Bible classes and church
CAMDEN
fog
forced
them
to
remain
at
an

inson of Rockland, he being the Execu
91-93
Miss Barbara Richardson entered
FRENCH. Tel 417-M
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Colonial house located No 8 High
Louise; Mr. and Mrs J. Donald school at 11.45. classes for all ages; Community Hospital Wednesday chor after reaching here. Despite tor named ln said Will, without bond.
I. Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro
1938 ELECTRIC range, 2-1938 electric st. directly on No. 1 Highway suitable
Richards and son J. Donald; and Happy hour service at 7.30: song night and on Thursday underwent the change in plans, they seem to CORA V SAVAGE, late of Rockland. bate for the County of Knox, ln he refrigerators at a bargain, three Easy , (or tourists home; land enough for
decMMed
Will and Petition for Pro- State of Maine, hereby certify that ln washing machines. $12 to $24. two kit- cabins.
Mr and Mrs John Towers of service with Miss Betsy Miller as j an appendectomy operation. She be enjoying themselves, with no btJF thereof, asking that the same the following estates the persons were ehen coal stoves, porcelain gas stove,
TH OM ASTON
be proved and allowed and ’hat appointed Administrators. Executors. two Ice boxes HAROLD COOMBS. 64
Knox St . a beautiful Colonial house
Sharon, Conn. Mrs. Richards was guest speaker; soloist. Miss Ruth is reported as resting comfortably lack of amusement on ship board may
Letters Testamentary Issue to William Guardians and Conservators and on Masonic St Rockland. Tel 768-R 91-93 owner desires to sell at a price far
F Savage of Rockland, he being the the dates hereinafter named:
presented a huge bouquet of sweet Owen. Mid-week devotional ser
below Ito actual value. One-half cash.
Nearly 100 were present at the
Executor named ln said Wlll. without
SAILBOAT for aale. 29 foot Fine
FRANCES PEASE, of Appleton. Grace
ROCKLAND
peas, a gift from her grandchildren. vices in the vestry, Thursday eve
bond.
condition
Cheap
for
ca«h
If
sold
at
ROCKVILLE
mid-week prayer service Thursday
Johnson of Appleton was appointed
Eight-room house: beautiful home
once
RICHARD BIRD. Box 119. Tel nice
Miss Katherine Gautsen of New ning at 7 30 in charge of Miss Miller
Gdn
.
July
7.
11938
and
qualified
by
condition, two-car garage; priced
MARIA KARLSON late of Rockland,
at the Baptist Church The First
65 or 356-W. city
91-93
Wlll and Petition for Pro filing bond on same date
at $3500
York city is visiting her mother,
Miss Webb of Newtonville. Mass. deceased.
Six-room house; perfect condition;
bate thereof, asking that the same
• • • •
. Baptist Church of Rockland sent a
ABBIE D WOOSTER late of War
MALE hound pups for sale also
Mrs. Astrid Gautsen.
may be proved and allowed and that ren. deceased
Willis E Wooster of Walker fox hound two years old CARL two-car garage; large lot land, owner
Ex-Governor Louis J Brann was delegation of 46. including its pas- is guest of Mrs. Nellie Perry for a Letters
Testamentary issue to Alfred West Brookfield. Mass. was appointed PAGER. 37 Wadsworth St . Thomaston wishes to locate ln another town;
Mr and Mrs. S. J. Windvand and
few
days.
Karlson of Rockland, he being the Admr . June 21. 1938 and qualified bv
an unexpected caller here Monday, tor. Rev. J. C. MacDonald, and in
90*92 pj-iced at $3500
named In said Will, with filing bond Julv 8 1938
son Calvin of Brooklyn. N. Y„ are
Prank P
FARMS KNOX COUNTY
Mrs. Florence Bolduc had as call Executor
HAMILTON railroad watch for sale
He inspected the OCC Camp and at addition several were present from
bond.
Harding
of
Rockland
was
appointed
One hundred acres; heavily wooded;
passing a vacation at the home
MRS G R SKINNER. Mountain road, buildings
Agent
in
Maine.
fair condition owner says;
the Fire Station extended greet- j Camden as well as a large number ers Friday afternoon Mr and Mrs
HERBERT N. BRAZIER late of Rock
city
91*93 three head cattle; 6 ton cabbage. 40
of Mrs. S. G. Ritterbush.
EZRA W CONARY. of Rockland Al
deceased
Will and Petition for
tags to Chief Payson land his men of local parishioners. This estab- Charles Philbrick and Mr. and Mrs port.
GOOD
dry
hard
fitted
wood
for
sale
bushels
potatoes;
$1,000. for the outfit.
Probate thereof, asking that the same den A Stanley of Rockland was ap- $8 50 cord Mixed w >od $6; Junks $8.50
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Cecchi of
ROCKLAND
Mr and Mrs Eugene Young were lished a record in the constantly Glenwood Philbrick of Lewiston
may be proved and allowed and that pointed Cons . Julv H. 1938 and quallFRANK
ERICKSON.
Box
70
RFD.
Chicago are guests of Mr. and
Eight-room house; lights bath, barn;
Letters Testamentary Issue to Clara Bed by filing bond July 14 1938.
recent guests of Mr. Young's sister. increasing attendance during the
90*92 three acres land; $2100. $500 cash, bal
Mrs. Annie Thurston and daugh W. Brazier of Rockport, she being the NETTIE F MIIJ,ER of Rockland . Thomaston
Mrs. Philip Grover and will pass
ance
very easy *enns
Execurlx
named
ln
said
Will,
wuhout
Jerome
C
Burrows
of
Rockland
was
ap'
PRINTING
Plant
—
-Two
presses.
10x15
Mrs. Minnie Ryder in Bangor.
past month.
ter Martha who passed three months
See FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Tel 605-M.
next month at a cottage on Lake
bond.
pointed Cons . July 11. 1938 and quail- Gordon. 7x13 Kelsey, hand press. 24
Dr. and Mrs Charles A. E Codln
Boston
have
returned
home.
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth
(lp. card cutter^ fine type; lot stock
Megunticook.
FIORENCE R DAMON, late of Roek fied by filing bond July 15, 1938
Bargain $100 GORDON PRESS. Vinal
man and daughter Miss Codman have returned from ten days' fish
FOR SALE
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Peters of Au land. deceased. Will and Petition for LEONARD |C. STETSON late of Haven
90*92
Miss Louise Dickens who is a
Thomaston,
deceased.
Helen
l»
Stethave arrived from Philadelphia and ing trip at Moosehead Lake. Mr burn were guests Sunday of Mr. and Probate thereof, asking that the same son of Thomaston was appointed Exx.. ; COCKER spaniel pups for sale, six Farm machinery for sale. Dump
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
graduate of thc School of Nursing
Including wheels. Oliver Sulky
weeks old 393 BROADWAY. Tel. 713-R cart.
are at their camp. "Wawenock" Tonseth returns to their home in Mrs D. A. Sherer.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Harry July 19. 1938. without bond
plow; K L. riding cultivator: grainin the Children's Hospital in Bos
90*92 drill.
L. Richards of Roekland. he being
IRA T VINAL. late of Thomaston,
oak hay rack. rake, mowing ma
Lake Megunticook for the summer. Reading. Mass., today, his family
Mrs LeRoy Tolman has returned the Executor named ln said Will, with deceased Ada F Vinal of Thomaston ; BREAKFAST set Table and four chine. harrow, horse rake, manure
ton is spending a few days vacation
Mrs. George Mixer, is on a motor remaining for a week s visit with home after a few days' visit with out bond
wa.** appointed Exx . July 19. 1938. with- , chairs for sale, good condition.
YE 1 spreader, sleds, all double horse.
at the home of her parents Mr. and
CORA F TALBOT, late of Rockland out bond.
GREENE ARBOUR. Union Me
90-92
1936 pick-up. good condition
trip to Canada. She is guest of Mrs Tonseth's father, H. O Heis her daughter Mrs. Bunker at Cran deceased.
Wlll
and
Codicil
and
Peti

Farm team weight 1500. six years
DEXTER C UPHAM, late of Camden,
Mrs. W. L. Dickens.
STANDING lot ol mixed wood and
her niece Mrs Agnes Grove of tad.
tion for Probate thereof a.-kuig that deceased. Charles A Perry of Cam lumber
old.
A-l ln every respect, also harness,
for sale A M SMITH. Route
berry Island. A pleasurcable out the same may ibe proved and allowed den was appointed Exr July 19. 1928
Mtss Shirley Bracey of Eagle who
new
last year.
3.
Box
126.
Waldoboro.
Me
90*95
Brookline. Mass.. and Mrs. Grove's
and
that
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
Cows
—Guernsey. Jersey, two registered
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby mo ing while there was a trip to Cadillac
has been passing two weeks with
FOR SALE ...... j............... ....................
to William D Talbo: of Portland, he date.
Holsteins. three regular heifers, two
sons. Arthur and William Grove.
tored to Boothbay Harbor Friday Mountain.
Mrs. Ada Dyer is in Warren where
STAKE-body
Ford
truck
for
sale
being the Executor named ln said Will,
Jersey heifers.
JAMES R MULLINS, late of Owl’s 1
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thomp on business and from there will go
B
WALTER SPROWL. Searsmont. Me
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Reed of without bond
Head, deceased. Lauressa B Durrell | single wheels, new tires. ENOCH
she will visit her sister.
91*93
90-95
El IZABETH WILSON FISHER late of Augusta was appointed Admx . July ROBERTSON. Waldoboro
son of Portland were recent guests to Lake Ossipee, N H . to bring back Boston who are summering at
Mtss Harriet L. Gill entertained
Philadelphia. Pa., deceased. Exem 8. 1938 and qualified toy filing bond
SINGER
Block
on
MaJn
St
.
for
sale
of Mrs. Thompson's father. Leroy their daughter Katherine, who has Boothbay Harbor, recently spent a of
plified
copy
of
Will
and
Probate
there

July 22. 1938
Write
care ?Jiirler'<Jaw>tre
Prlce r»»-so"ab1'' lf solrt at once APP1’r
Mrs. John Clayter. Mrs. Altai)
of. together with a Petition for Pro
McDermott.
WEBBER S INN. Thomaston, Me
GEORGIE A ROBINSON, late of | write R care Courier-Gazette 91 .)3
few
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
been
attending
a
girls'
camp
bate of Foreign Wlll. asking that the Thomaston, deceased.
French and Mrs Frank French of
Benjamin V
OPERA glasses, for sale, also china !
90-95
Mr. and Mrs Owen Staples and
copy of said wlll may be allowed, filed Smalley of Thomaston was appointed | closet
with drawers and other mlscel- |---------------------------------------------------------Rockland at a luncheon bridge
Warren Oliver returned to West A Barrows.
and
recorded
in
the
Probate
Court
of
Miss Helen Bates of Boston are
Exr. July 19 1938. and qualified by laneous articles Inquire 88 CAMDEN ' HOME. barn, garage for sale to set
Knox County, and that Letters Testa filing bond July 26. 1938
Tuesday at Camp Alderbush, Lake
Newton. Mass.. Thursday after a
I ST
91*93 |t,e wUte on Route 1 Rockport. Write
mentary be Issued to E McLain Wat
spending a vacation at thc Staples
R” care Courier-Gazette
91*93
FRED W BESSEY. late of Union.
Megunticook.
week's stay with his family at "The 1
ters. Laura Reeve, and Florence Sibley,
BOAT and outboard motor in good
GLEN
COVE
camp at Castine.
all of Philadelphia. Pa.. without bond decea8°d Josephine E. Bessey of Union running condition for sale.
Owner
ELEVEN-room house for sale—f lectrlc
The Knights of Phythias will
Birches."
was
appointed
Admx..
July
19.
1938
says “Reduce price." so here goes—take ' lights, water; good condition, wonderMr and Mrs Ralph Gerry, who
ESTATE ELVA M DELANO late of
qualified by filing bond July 27. advantage of this bargain If interested ' ful view, reasonable terms. MRS LENA
meet Monday. A clam chowder will
Lottie Thomas of Versailles. Conn, i Mr and Mrs. Clarence Lewis of Friendship, deceased Petition for Ad and
1938
recently visited Dr. and Mrs Harry
$55 for the outfit FREEMXN S YOUNG DAVIDSON Vinal Haven
89*91
Medford. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. ministration. asking that Melvin Lawry
be served at 6 oclock followed by
RALPH A GUSHEE late of New 163 Main St . Tel 605-M. Roekland.
'---------------------------------------------------------G. Tounge. Jr. .have returned to is visiting her sister. Mrs. Earl i Clarence Jackson of Melrose, of Friendship, or some other suitable York
89-91
!
FORTY-acre
farm,
good
buildings.
N
Y
.
deceas
’
d
Elizabeth
C
the meeting at 7.30.
person be appointed Admr . with bond
Davis.
MRS GERTRUDE
of Appleton was appointed ——r---- r-r— ------ -tt—7---------- : sightly location
Melrose. Mass..
Mass, were recent guests of Mrs. ESTATE FLIZABETH C. URQUHART. Newbert
iS-POOT kn°Lk*hObI; ’■allPoat. re»- STVDLBY Wen End Thomaston. 90*95
The Dandylions Club will hold a
Mrs.
Mildred
Knight
and
son
'
Admx D B NOT A July 19 1938.
I-------------- :------------------------------------------late of Vinalhaven. deceased Petition and qualified by filing bond July 27 sonable price. TEL. Thomaston 79
Mrs Bert Wall is guest of Mrs.
Alice
Gregory
and
Monira
Blodgett.
picnic Tuesday night at Sagamore
I "Buddy" and Mrs. Varney and son
for Administration, asking that Ro c 1938.
89*2> ! In Belfast at 1 Miller St, two and
Bertha Wentworth in Portland.
Thomas Farley is confined to the U Condon ot Upper Darby. Pa. or
PIGS for sale. 5. 8 and 7 weeks I one-half story brick house, with ell.
Picnic Grounds.
■
all
of
Portland
are
visiting
at
the
T/ORA
M
CHESLEY.
late
of
Roekland
some
other
suitable
person,
be
ap

old. CHESTER and CHESTER-BERK- ' '*vrn ™m' upper flat, six In lower.
Mrs Arthur Poillon and family
deceased. Ralph M Chesley of Rock
house as result of a sprained ankle pointed Admx.. without bond
Rev. John G. Rogers of Melrose.
Gleason Hill Farm. Union, Tcl recently renovated; two wood sheds,
are guests ot her mother, Mrs. W home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Col sustained Thursday night in a fall. ESTATE HARRY C. CONANT. late of land was appointed Exr.. July 19. 1938. SHIRE.
garages.
tool
house.
near
89*91 three
Mass . Field Agent for Zion's Herald,
and qualified by filing ybond July 28. 4-5
lamore
churches, schools, library. Ill health
Wa'hlngton. deceased
Petition for 1938
J Curtis.
RAKING machine for sale; also two- reason for selling
Mrs Lela Creighton of Milton. Administration,
Inquire L BICK
was caller Wednesday on Rev. Wes
asking that Sidney Attest:
The
concert
at
the
Village
Green
horse
mowing machine:
two-hor>e NELL. 82 Limeroek St . Rockland or
Russell Merchant of New York is 1
presented by thc combined binds Mass . and Mrs. E Starrett of South Humes of Washington, or some other
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
farm wagon; manure spreader; four JAMES PATTER &. SON. Masonic Build
ton P. Holman.
guest of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. of Lincolnville. Camden and Rock- i Union were callers Monday at Mrs. suitable person, be appointed Admr..
Register new milch cows PETER EDWARDS. ing. Belfast. Me
90*92
without bond
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Arts have
88-tf
91-S-97 271 Limeroek 8t.. Tel 806-J
Fred Merchant.
ESTATE EUGENE B
KILLERAN.
THE La Forest Smith farm on No. 1
returned to their home in Newark.
port Thursday was greatly enjoyed i c 1E- Gregorys.
NEW
and
used
Johnson
outboard
late of Andover. N J deceased. Peti
motors for sale, also boat and yacht Highway, near Oakland Park for .vale.
Mrs. Ashton Alley and daughter tion for Administration, asking that
N. J., after spending two weeks at
and its leader Clarence FLsh. may
supplies. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden. 60 acres. Including 26 acre wood lot.
Retires From Postal Service
Fred
L
Killeran
of
Cushing.
or
some
Lincolnville Beach.
Tel. 464
64-S-tf Large barn, garage, orchard. House In
be justly proud of the fine show Ernestine of Jonesport are visitors other suitable person, be appointed ♦
______________________ .Ifood condition, lights, furnace, bath.
♦
More than 40 years ago. Feb 1. ing which these youngsters have this week at Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Admr . without bond.
SELLERS kitchen cabinet for sale. I Fine place for any kind of farming,
ESTATE LOUELLA T BARIT,ETT I M*************H white enamel; walnut triple mirror roadside stand or cabins. Price rea
1898. John L. Stahl was made a made under his efficient Instruction. Farley's.
vanity; three pianos; one player piano; sonable Inquire on Premises.
88-tf
late of Hope, deceased. Petition for
clerk in the po6t office by Postmas
Two workmen have been engaged Administration, asking that Florence! PROTFiTANT young girl to help at one wardrobe trunk; one electric sew
Mrs Gerald Bowden and family
F \RM for sale, seven acres; house,
ing machine; eight library tables; 21
tourM
home
Board
and
room
fur

L
Coombs
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
ter George T. Hodgman. He has of Oldtown are expected to move the past week In electrifying the suitable person, be appointed Admx.. nished. $5 per week. Call WARREN round and square dining tables; two seven rooms, sunporch; electricity, run
3-41._______________________ _____ 91-lt roh top desks; one three-piece parlor ning water, furnace; fruit, berries F
served under the administrations I soon into the Frank Priest house on Breakwater Light muoh to the with bond
set. leather upholstering and mahog BOHN. South Thomaston.
89*91
ADEIJA M SPEAR, minor,
CARETAKER'S Job wanted by middle any frame; soap stone sink; eight
of eight presidents—McKinley. p]Casant, street which has recently gratification of George Woodward, ofESTATE
North Haven. Petition for License aged couple, farm preferred, good golden oak buffets; 50 stands, all sizes.
VANNAH place, 36 Glen street. Rock
Theodore Roosevelt. Talt, Wilson i been remodelled into a two-family keeper.
to 9ell certain Real Estate, situated workers, low wages. HOLT. 261 Park V F STUDLEY. INC . 283 Main St land for sale. Lot. 100 feet square with
ln Warren, and fully described In said Bl
Tel 1154
87k*tf nine-room dwelling, shed and barn.
Harding, Coolidge. Hoover and i house.
Petition, presented by Elizabeth C.
TEL 468. Rockland
87-tf
WRITE
for
15
pkgs
Perfumed
,
STANDING
grass
for
sale
on
two
SAWYER IN COURT
Franklin D. Roosevelt. He has also
Spear, now of Jaffrey. N H . (formerly
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
Leon Zawlsza. recently appoint
Starch. Sells 10c pkg Profit 50c. Send farms, free for the cutting TEI,. RockFARMS everywhere for sale, several
of North Haven) Cdilb
no money ARROW PRODUCTS. R^ad- ! land 853-13
86-tf on No 1 highway, also in almost every
seen local postmasters come and go. ed concert master of the Indianapo
o-------------o
ESTATE CARL SPEAR and HILDA ing. Pa . 104 Crestmont Sb
91*93
SECOND hand lumber. windows, town within 30 miles of Rockland. Some
having had six immediate superiors lis Symphony Orchestra. Ls spend Former Roekland Pugilist lias a SPEAR minors, of Roekland Petition
WED.. AVG. 3
QUIET young woman wants position doors
C. E GROTTON. 138 Camden very low prices on all property. If
for License to Sell qertaln Real Estate,
Day In Court At Lewiston
at 8.30 P. M.
you are Interested or want a home of
in the local office in the persons ing two weeks' vacation here, stay
86-tf your
situated ln Rockland, and fully de ns companion or attendant to convales St . Tel. 1214-M
own you should sec my listings
Pay expected.
scribed ln said Petition, presented by cent or elderly person
of G T Hodgman. Frank J. Wiley. ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H
as I have the largest yet. A fow
TED SHAWN and Hi«
$6 weekly Write ‘ P. 2“ care The Cou
David Sawyer and Georgia, hts L-da M Spear of Rockland. Gdn.
specials such as Farm, good buildings.
rler-Oazette
91-93
Josiah H. Hobbs. Reuel Robinson. O. Heistad. Amesbury Hill .
BLLBN SPEAR and JOHN
MEN DANCERS
125 acres land; plenty hard wood and
wile of 41 Whipple street. Lewis ESTATE
FISHING parties—lines, halt fur
Leslie P Ames and Adrian F Kelle
minors, of Camas. Washington
4 lumber, cuts 25 tons hay; good pasture;
At the Baptist Church services ton,, provided the entertainment SPEAR
Petition for License to Sell certain nished; fish or lobster dinner; $2 per
spring well; six cows; one young horse;
♦ barn fully equipped with farming tools
her.
Real E. ate. situated ln Rockland, and son. Address. FISHING. 311 Main St .
Sunday will begin with morning
Tickets On Sale
89*91
and machinery; price $2200. good lo
He retires Aug. 1. Mr. Stahl's re worship at 11 o'clok, with sermon in the Lewiston Municipal court fully described ln said Petition, pre city.
Women's Exchange. Camden
sented by Mabel M. Spear of Rockland.
POSITION, as allround cook. H. T.
ROO»M with bath to let. $3 week cation. Eight-room house; all Improve
tired pay from the Government will by the pastor, Rev. J. W. Hyssong. Thursday morning.
Tel. 212(1
Gdn
PERRY. 44 Gay St . city
70-tf TEL 301-W. 14 State St.
91-93 ments; garage; central location in
Sawyer who is stone deaf was ESTATE FLORENCE A KEENE late
Roekland; $1200
Two family house
City I>fcg Co., Belfast, Tel. 341-M
be approximately $1200 per annum. subject “The Barren Fig Tree."
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches,
FIRST
floor
apartment
to
let
with large lot land cellar and garage, four
of Rockland, deceased. First and final
Single Seats: S1.65, $1.10, 85c
ThLs is not however a simple gift Church school at 12 o'clock; Young first arraigned on a charge of in account presented for allowance by clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and bath and electric llghtR Newly deco miles from city. $800 House ln Warren
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 rated. 85 NORTH MAIN ST
(including tax)
88-97 $800 and another at $1000; extra good
from Uncle Sam. for ever since pos People's Society Christian Endeavor toxication. Probation Officer Pom Perley N Bartlett. Ext.
Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J
•
90-92
ROOMS to let, large and pleasant. values. Four small farms near Rock
F73TATE
NORA
M
RUSSELL
late
of
eroy
doing
the
loud
talking
for
the
79-tf
tal clerks were first under Civil will meet at 6.30 with the pastor as
MARTHA BURKETT. Tel. 669-M 75 land all $1000 to $1800 Almost new
Warren, deceased First and final ac
Broad St.
90-92 house within city limits; four acres
Service they have been compelled leader; Gospel service at 7 30, sub court that Sawyer might under count presented for allowance by Car
land; $1800.
Small house of five
rie P, Smith. Admx. d t a
FURNISHED,
second
floor
apartment
stand.
rooms; good cellar; shed and garage
to contribute 3t4 per cent of their ject of sermon “Christ on Trial."
to let at 14 MASONDC ST
91*93
ESTATE HEIXN B OIJVER late of
_
o
’
No.
1
highway,
large lot of land;
After Sawyer had been fined the Thomaston, deceased First and final
pay toward a pension fund. This Both morning and evening ser
FIVE-room tenement to let. 49 J.01* Nation ln Roekland. price $1000
account presented for allowance by
oosts.
his
wife
came
forward
and
Pleasant St ; also range for sale. Inquire !
barn: one-half acre land In
of course Mr. Stahl has done and mons will be request sermons. These
Charles H Woodcock. Admr.
82 LEMEROCK ST.
90*92
>1800
Many cottages and land
of all descriptions and locations. Sev
will It is understood have to con will be the last services before the complained that he had committed ESTATE OBOROE L. THORNDIKE.
FURNISHED
apts.
to
let;
two
rooms,
LAWN
mowers
sharpened,
railed
for
eral
stores
and business properties.
late of Camden, decease First and
heat lights, hath. $6 week; three room8,
tinue to contribute thc same per- pastors vacation of a month's dura assault and battery on her. Judge [ final
account presented for allowance and delivered Tel 791. CRIE HARD bath. $5; three rooms, toilet. $3.50. V Don't forget to call 1154 or 330 V. F.
Lessard
ordered
another
warrant
WARE
Co..
Rockland
79-tf
STUDLEY.
283
Main St., or 77 Park St.
by Maurice E Payson. Exr.
centage as long as he lives.
r STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
tion. During his absence Rev. H.
87-tf
HOME made products Orders taken. or 77 Park St. Te, 330
ESTATE HENRIETTA A MORRILL
1929 OLDSMOBILE. 4-DOOR
90-tf
Thc best wishes of his many I. Holt will supply the pulpit at made and later gave Sawyer a late
90*92
of Rockport, deceased
First and HOME BAKERY. 5 Pleasant St
SEDAN, new tires
$85 00
hearing
on
thc
charge
—
Lewiston
FOUR-room
apartment
to
let.
bath,
friends and scores of patrons of both Sunday and mid-week services.
final account presented for allowance
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
by Elmer E Matthews and Homer E. New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw hot water heat, good location near
Joumel.
OVERLAND SIX COACH $20.00
the Past Office, where Ills never
Main St. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel
Robinson.
Exrs.
f
Linemen
from
the
Central
Maine
Invlgorators sod other stimul 1285
Good running condition,
84-tf
Sawyer was formerly a resident ESTATE FRED A THORNDIKE, late oyster
failing courtesy has been appreciat are at work on the wiring for the
ants. Value $1.25. Introductory price
new tires.
MODHRN apartment to let. five rooms,
Rockland, deceased. First and final $1
Call, write C. H MOORE Ar CO .
ed. go with him in the performance carnival grounds and, although of Roekland. and was a prominent of
account presented for allowance by Rockland.
91*105 bath, garage; heated ln winter; quiet
1930 FORD ROADSTER, $90.00
residential section. Within five min
of hls duties In his retirement from greatly handicapped by the weather, figure in the prize ring for a num Leola T. Wiggin and Lena E Draper.
MEDIUM readings by appointment utes walk to heart of city. Rent rea
New paint.
ber of years. At last reports he was Aidmxs.
only TEL 1092-W.
86-91 sonable
COMFORTABLE cottage at Spruce
active service.
Furnished If desired.
In
it is expected that the lights along a successful building contractor in
ESTATE EVIE E OVERLOOK, late of
1989 NASH COACH, new paint,
SAVE money! Have your shoes re quire THE MENS SHOP. Main St. Cor Head to let by week or month ln Aug
Warren,
deceased. First and final ac
and
Sept.; rent very reasonable. RUTH
|
the
waterfront
and
iron
bridge
will
ner
Park.
82-tf
paired
at
my
new
shop
Satisfactory
12,000 miles.
count presented for allowance by (Cor
Lewiston.
B SPEAR. Spruce Head. Tel. Rockland
service and work guaranteed. Women’s
nelius E Overlock, jExjr.
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE 853-13.
be
turned
on
this
evening.
Tiiis
88-tf
shoes tapped 50c: Men’s 75c. C A FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J. 78-tf
1928 DODGE SEDAN, new paint.
ESTATE MARY J WATTS, late of NIEMI. Main St . Thomaston.
90-92
spectacular feature of the annual
FURNISHED cottage to let at Cres
Thomaston, deceased First and final
THREE furnished rooms with toilet;
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock 4 unfurnished rooms with bath. 12 cent Beach ROBERT McCARTY. Tel
account presented for allowance by
carnival is always awaited with inWANTED
91-93
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders KNOX ST. Tel 156-W.
Samuel W. Lewis. Exir.
78-tf 1071-J.
9.00 TO 1.00—D.S.T.
1 tcrest and draws many people here
solicited. II. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
ESTATE
MINNIE
A
LUDWIG,
late
ONE 1930 OR 1931 MODEL A
COTTAGE five rooms, lovely large
FURNISHED apartment of three
79-tf
! to witness the brilliant display.
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
rooms to let. second floor, modern lot. also camp; all for $250. J. GORDON
PICKUP
final account presented for allowance
PRESENT--Future Indications. Spiri Suitable for couple. Garage If desired. Vm.il H .vf i.
90*92
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong,
by Nellie E Smith. Exx.
tual Reading.
Questions answered. C. A EMERY. 28 Pacific St.. Tel. 436-M
Send 25c and stamp GEORGE JONES.
AT Crescent Beach, cottage, five
sons
John
and
Dell
and
daughter
ESTATE
KATHERINE
LYNN
MC

73-tf
DAMARISCOTTA
89*91
rooms, to let. available Aug. 1. Apply
INNIS. late of Rockland, deceased. Dlxmont^ Me
AMOCO
| Mary will leave Monday for a
4-ROOM tenement to
let over W.
.. T.
___________
McKlLLOP. Rockland cottage.
Petition for Distribution, presented by
French
’
s
barber
shop.
LAWRENCE
|
Crescent
Bench
Every Thurs. and Sat.
88*91
Timothy E McImiH. Exr
month's vacation in Philadelphia.
SERVICE STATION
MILLER. Rankin St.. Tel. C92-M. 79-tf
ESTATE
HAMPTON
L.
ROBBINS,
LARGE all modern, perfectly ap
Enroute
they
will
vslt
Prof.
RobROOMS
to
let.
Apply
at
15
QROVE
ELM ST., COR. HIGH ST.
LLOYD RAFNELL and
late of Union, deceased
First and
and furnished cottage to let
ST.
79-tf pointed
, ert Rudolph of the Reformed Eplslinal account precented for allowance
for month of August. Is directly on
CAMDEN, ME.
by Arthur H. Robbins, Admr.
FOUR room apartment to let, all shore at Crescent Beach EDWARD O'B
his GEORGIANS
I copal Theological Seminary at Phil
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and GONIA. 469 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late of Worces
89-91
90*91
adelphia. who with his family, is
ROCKLAND WATER CO., TeL 034. 79-W
ter
deceased. First and final
88*90
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, cvery-OtKer-Day

Along In Years

“The Rolling World”

The Time Is Nearing
THE LYRIC MUSE

ETY

Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Dyer For Rockport Regatta and
Married 48 Years, Spry
Sportsmen’s Shows —
As the Youngest
Some Attractions

Miss McDonald Reviews
Richard Hallet’s Latest
Novel

ARROL

^ CUT RATE

___

Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Dyer were
Rockport is a busy place these
A bare handed grip
on life's steering wheel
tendered an informal party at their days with every one working hard
swings a rapidly excit
home Wednesday evening in honor preparing for the Big RegattaPublication Limited to Brief
Sportsmen's Show Aug. 3-4-5-6.
ing course through "The
Poems
of their 48th wedding anniversary.
Thousands of tickets have been sold
Rolling World" which
of Original Composition
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer have resided in all over Maine and tremendous
By Subscribers
a writer from a neighboring town,
(Opposite New Paramount Restaurant)
Ash Point since their marriage in crowds are anticipated.
Boothbay Harbor, submitted to his
384 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
A new road has been built lead
reading public Tuesday through
IMrs. Harry R. Marsh, her daugh 1890, having a family of four chil
«\
RlllD’S CALL
(H. GERRISH, Dealer)____________
dren, two of whom are living, Mrs. ing to the grounds to help take
the publishing house of Houghton,
ter Mrs. Ethel .Welles, and Prank
|Por The Courler-Oazettel
Mifflin Co., Boston. Lived and j
Ellena Predette and Randall Dyer, care of the heavy traffic incidental Phoebe! phoebe!—A blrdllngs call
Welles of Newcastle, Del., and Ralph
To hls love In branches high;
who reside in Ash Point. There are to a large event of this kind. A
50c TEK Tooth Brush...............................2 for .51
Baladlno of Philadelphia, who have
Come share this bower; it wlll not fall; penned by a robust specimen of
SIMMER VISITORS
also Ithree grandchildren, Robert special building 40 feet long has
And I wlll stay close by.
masculinity, these pages of varied
| been guests of relatives returned
and Maurice Harvey and Prances been built to house the exhibits of I'll bring rare food thc gods supply.
adventures in the raw will strike
* 25c Prophylactic Tooth Powder......... 2 for .25
yesterday to Newcastle and Phila
At the height of the summer
I’ll alng tn rapturous glee.
Dyer.
the Maine Development Commis
the bed rock of satisfaction in
delphia.
i ea-son there are many visitors in
Come, share this bower 'midst leaves
Thc surprised and happy couple sion and the Agricultural Depart
any male through whose arteries
and flower;
F Rockland and vicinity, and The
Come, make a home with me!
55c April Showers Talc ......................................... 39
rceeived many lovely presents, ment.
red blood courses.
Miss
Nellie
P.
Brown
of
Boston,
| Courier-Gazette is very glad to
among them a wedding ring to re
Love's
on
the
wing
—
a
precious
thing;
Wardens
from
the
Sea
and
Shore
Richard
Hallet,
with
a
Harvard
Mass., is spending a week's vaca
.’hronicle them. To this end will
not delay or doubt me
place the original one which was Fisheries Commission are busily at I Do
diploma in hand and a lawyer's
60c Italian Balm,
wlll be true, blrdllng. to you;
tion with Mrs. May Ulmer of 16
you kindly send the names of
Come phoobe, come, don't flout me. shingle engaged, discards his pros
both for .47
lost several years ago.
work
constructing
an
unusual
ex

Gurdy
street
and
visiting
friends.
25c Fitch Shampoo,
1 your guests to this office, or noti
Mr. Dyer was employed for many hibit showing all types of marine When time Is ripe, young fledglings pective white collar berth and
She is remembered here as thc
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
we'll see.
years by the Railway Express Com life. "Crusty,” 24 pound 2 ounce
ships before the mast on a square
daughter of George and the late
Sweet lings In nest of you and me
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
25c Gillette Shaving Cream,
pany in New Bedford. Mass., and 15 lobster will occupy a special tank. Swiftly days pass—shadows may fall: rigger, in answer to the call of the
Rissie Smith Brown.
'Wc will greatly appreciate it.
both for .49
Come phoebe, come, and heed my
years with William Underwood & Recently caught by Richard Upton
49c Gillette 10 Blades,
sea inherited from brawny Maine
call!
Company.
K. 8. F.
of New Harbor, “Crusty'' is the lar
coastermen. "Before the mast’’
Mtss Edith Hicks and Miss Mabel
Rockland
Miss Mina E. Tower is expected
This couple had the unique ex gest live lobster in captivity.
sounds glamourously inviting on
R
*
K
»
25c Listerine Tooth Paste........................ 2 for .26
> arrive from Hartford. Conn., Sat Parker returned yesterday to Lynn. perience of attending their son and
Other State Departments are
the covers of a fiction volume at
BERMUDA
Mass,
after
spending
a
week
as
urday to be guest of Mr. and Mrs.
daughter-in-law's 25th wedding moving in this week and with the
I For The Courler-Oazette]
armchair distance, but is something B 1.00 Harriet Hubbard Ayer Luxuria Cream, I .
1. O. Heistad, Rockport ,for a week guest of Miss Annie Frost, Masonic anniversary in January of this year,
A little Isle
else again to the young greenhorn!
many attractive commercial dis
street.
In winter's lee
55c Harriet Hubbard Ayer Face Powder,
I
and to all appearances were as plays being erected the scene is a
Where palm and cedar
who is soon calling upon the wrath
Mary T. Winslow, who has been
Meet at sea.
youthful as the rest of the guests, busy one. Thousands of lights will
cf tlie gods to avenge the arch de
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory, Miss
John Haisen Rhoades
^pending part of her vacation with
| Former 1.00 Quart FLIT ......................................39
‘•Lin" dancing with all the girls.
New York
be strung to illuminate the scene.
mon who ever invented a mast; and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W Thorn Ruth Gregory and Kenneth Mig*** *
The
table
was
decorated
with
a
defying any human to stand before
dike, left yesterday morning for nault left tills morning on a week's profusion of flowers and a beauti An interesting section of the ex
IN MACKEREL TIME
25c Pint Rubbing Alcohol...................................... 12
hibits will be the handicraft prod
or anywhere near it when a whirl
motor
trip
through
Aroostook
Coun

(For
The
Courier-Gazette
1
Englewood, N. J.
ful wedding cake. Ice cream and ucts made by individuals through The fog Is thick, the almanac says ing "ring-tailed snorter" thunder
ty, Quebec and the White Moun
"Hot''
cake was served. The presence of out Maine.
100 5-Grain Aspirin ................................................ 19
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell P. Hodg tains.
And that ls Just the weather mackerel storm crashes in terms that mean
Mrs. Dyer's mother, Mrs. Emma
school.
The
State
of
Maine
championship
business.
kins and children of Winthrop,
Yet many times, we old hands play
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett entertained Witham who is 83 years old but very swimming events, run under the
This chapter dubbed "Running
the fool.
Mass., arrived yester<»y. planning
1.00 Roger Gallet Box Soap,
active, added much to making the auspices of the Maine A.A.U. will Instead ot fish, the rumors, mark the down the Easting” contains pas
-members
of
tlie
Rockland
Society
both for 1.00
their visit so as to attend the class
spot
50c
Roger Gallet Talc,
occasion
a
very
happy
one.
The
for
the
Hard
of
Hearing.
Thursday
be
one
of
the
features
of
thc
open*sages
which
at
their
best
are
com

of 1904 RBS. reunion.
Right ln a fog-mull, that strange
at her summer home "This '1 du" other guests were Mrs. Lauressa ing day Aug. 3. Entries are being
woman came ;
parable to Joseph Conrad's "Lord
to the "Factory House"
200 Squihb’s Aspirin.................................................59
Mrs. W. A. Healey and daugh Spruce Head. Picnic lunch was Durell and son Donald of Augusta. received from swimmers from all And drifted
Jim.” Vigorous salt water jargon
next door.
Helen
Whitmore.
Mary
Poster,
ter Miss Marion Healey, who have served on the porch, coffee being
over Maine as well as Massachusetts. And she was born and raised along thc which is a Hallet specialty, will
shore—
been guests at 10 Claremont street, furnished by the hostess. Seven Prances Dyer, Maurice Harvey, Mr. Many boys' and girls’ camps have I knew It—though I never learned her prove the book's best sales talk here, m Yardley Shave Bowl,
J
both for $1.00 |
and
Mrs.
Randall
Dyer
and
Mr.
and
name.
signified their intentions of at
left this morning for their home in teen members and guests enjoyed
where wLstful eyed sea captains | Trial Size Yardley Hair Tonic,
the outing. Those present were Mrs. Alfred Fredette.
tending and of entering these Her family wss a faded Mger Tom.
hunger for the beloved sound of
Springfield, Mass.
She never took the time to name him
| 35c MUM .................................. ............................. 29 |
Mrs. Ellis Lawry, Miss Eda Lawry
events. Every type of swimming
their own language with its tangle
goixi.
Mrs. R. L. Esslinger of Flushing, and diving competition seen at The way a woman who understood—
Mr. and Mrs. Everettt A. Munsey and Mrs. Howard Beats of Friend
She called him In to meals—and from of ropes and winds and casual fear
have leased apartments in the Ev ship Mrs. John Northcott of New- Long Island, N. Y., is vLsiting her meets run under the Maine A.A.U.
a storm.
lessness. Despite free doses of mar || 1.20 Petrolagar ......................... ............................ 89 |
erett L. Spear block at The Brook. Bedford. Mass., and Friendship, parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Patter are listed on the program.
And every time she called. I fetched iners' verbiage, there is, however,
- a leap!
Mrs. P. P. Brown. Mrs. Prank Hew son, Lawrence street.
A special match between the fa Her Tig
Tig . . . Tig . . . exactly no slump to uncouth vulgarity in
£ Quart Wi»ch Hazel .................... ............................. 29 |
Mrs. William Neilan and son Wil ett, Mrs. Ella Watts, Mrs. A. E.
like a gull
mous Worcester. (Mass.) Boys’ Club
which so many sea yarns wallow,
That's
sighting
fish,
especially
when
liam have returned to Fall River Haynes, Mrs. B M. Hussey, Mrs.
Miss Elzada North is visiting her and an All Maine Swimming Team
t'was dull—
the theme being invested with a
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Abbie Montgomery. Mrs. Mary mother at Orr's Island. Miss North will be run oil under floodlights I'd grab a net and run. though half rugged reality too dignified for pro » 50c Poison Ivy Lotion ............. ............................. 29 |
asleep.
Donald Perry.
Veazie. Mrs. Clara Crockett. Miss had as recent guests, her cousin. Wednesday night. On the Worces I needed fish to save when bait was fane descent. Its tone is hardy,
high—
Laura Sylvester. Mrs. Faith Berry. Miss Dorothy Linscott of Orr’s ter team are several New England
vital and clean, recounting wander | 83c Value Kotex Reserve Box ............................. 48 |
Mrs. Ellery D. Preston. Sr., of
I needed rest to haul my traps—no
Island
and
Miss
Mary
Ensign
of
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Miss Annie
champions.
lust and valor unassisted by fem
less
Ann Arbor, Mich., is visiting her
one near would ever chance a inine frills or dredgy filth.
Frye, Mrs. Gladys Thomas and Mrs. Boston.
Harold Paulsen, Coach of the But no
S
* Piintcd in error (Tooth Brush) *
guess.
son.
Lizzie Haines.
Portland Boys’ Club, and Robert If gulls were screaming "Fish” or
Though his first and last love
woman "Tig.”
Mrs. George Chesne r (Sophie Miller, Bowdoin College Swimming
remains Old Neptune, this versa
Mrs. Grace Rollins and daughter
Darius Norton
A few members of the class of Cohen) of Bangor, returns home Coach, will be among the officials
tile story teller refreshes his vaga
Rockland
Mtss Daphne Winslow were recent
1910, Rockland High School met at Sunday after a visit with her par in charge.
It It It •(
bond diet with copper mining in men. lias now only a few quarrymen I
tuests of relatives in Portland.
the home of Mrs. Kathleen OHara ents, Mr and Mrs. L. Cohen, Wil
TO THE TORREY COTTAGE
Many of the State Departments
Arizona, stone breaking in Australia, employed.
NORTHPORT
Mtss Virginia Bisbee of New Thursday night, to formulate plans low street.
hack writing intermittently, and
are displaying some excellent ex
I For The Courier-Gazette |
York is visiting her parents, Mr. for a reunion in the near future.
hibitions of the State’s resources, There's thc dearest little cottage.
railroading when his roving im
Way up on the coast of Maine.
Another meeting will be held Mon
A housewarming was given last and famous guides will display their
LONG COVE
petus gets out of bounds. It is
and Mrs. B. B. Bisbee.
Where Pve spent many happy hours
MAKES 10 GLASSES
day night at the home of Mrs. Har night for Mr. and Mrs Stew’ard skill in outdoor drafts. Sailing and
With the Torreys and Mrs Caln.
inevitable that in such widespread
BOYS! GIHlz ASK YOUR
In
St.
George's
Church
Sunday
at
old
Connon.
Union
street.
All
mem

Rhodes (Catherine Black) at their tub races, as well as log rolling, It was once the old church cottage. jaunts,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pickett had
philosophy
should
be
Where we Journeyed many times
6 p. m. will be evensong and sermon. FREEacapsn GROCER
new home on West Meadow road. canoe tilting, archery, and fly cast
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs bers are urged to attend.
gleaned; and Hallet’s is of spark
To attend the M E. Campjneetlng
Guests were Mi&s Gertrude Heal, ing will be some of the other fea
Irving Carter of Brighton, Mass.
In the grove beneath, the pines.
ling brilliance eye opening in peneMelvin Pendexter was a recent Miss Emma Harding and Miss Vir
BERRY CRATES
I was only Just a youngster.
traton and polished with worldly
tures.
When my mother took my hand.
Also full line of
Mtss Jeannette Gordon enter guest of hls brother, Leroy, in ginia Leach. Richard Stoddard.
finesse. He remarks, for instance, BASKETS, CELLOPHANE AND
And away we went to Northjiort
tained Monday night at a bridge Winslow's Mills.
To
Join
that
happy
band.
Howard Crockett and Almon Coop
AT YOUR SERVICE
Miss Edith Castle who has been
"Modesty can be the most subtle
RUBBER BANDS
party in honor of her cousin Miss
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
er. Cards were enjoyed and re visiting Miss Kathleen Chase re We were taught the good old Bible form of braggadocio, as forcing
The
postponed
meeting
of
X.CS.
By
those
dear,
religious
saints
—
GEORGE PAYSON
No Job Too Large
Lillian Block of Bridgeport, Conn.
freshments served.
turned to her home in Belgrade. How to follow In Christ's teachings, others to say for you what you
UNION, MAINE
No Job Too Small
How to overcome complaints.
Honors were won by Laura Pom Club, will be held next Thursday
Mass., Friday. She was accom
won t say for yourself.”
90*91
LEIGHTON
’S
Years
have
passed,
and
yet
each
sum

eroy and Ruth Nichols; and Miss with Mrs. Myron Mank. Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. Gcorge Young and panied there by Miss Chase who
Let no slow-witted reader pick
mer
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
Block received a guest prize.
son
Raymond
spent
Sunday
in
Old
As
the
season
comes
again.
will pe a guest there for several
up this work with anticipation of,
Mrs. Jane Crouse, who has been
With my friend from Philadelphia.
Orchard.
idle enjoyment, for the lightning
a
surgical
patient
at
Knox
Hospi

days.
I return to dear old Maine
Mrs. Frances Kelley of Worcester,
Harriet Grinnell Cold
transitions will leave him dizzy and
_ Mass., has been the guest of Mrs. tal, has returned to her home on
Philadelphia
Mrs. Doris Feb-on, daughter Ma
Mrs. Mary Newell of New York ts
at a loss to know when the scone
Maverick
street.
It It It It
’H B. Pales for a few days.
rion and son George of Brooklyn in Rockland for the month of
changed, where to and why. Prom j
MONDAY-TUESDAY
THANKFULNESS
are spending the summer with Mrs. August, visiting her long-time friend
peak to peak the author flits, setting
IFor The Courler-Oazettel
« Chapin Class has been invited to Mrs. Melvin Pendexter spent
Perron’s sister, Mrs. George Young. Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield of Talbot I am thankful for my gift of health.
a pace sfiecdily typical of its publi
»picnic with Mis. Ardelle Morton at Thursday In Portland, the guest of
And for my eyes that see
her daughter, Mrs. Linwood Bussell.
avenue. Mrs. Newell has made many The wonderful handiwork of God
cation year, but if the dawdling
Union on Tuesday, Aug. 2.
Edward M. Hayes, Jr., of Wash friends here who look forward to
In flowers, woods and trees
peruser finds himself left behind
spruces, at attention stand
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Miss Barbara Jordan has re ington, D. C., arrives this afternoon her visits with keen pleasure and The
Mrs. C. W Rogers and daughter
As If before a King.
in the grilling rambles, he can at;
turned
to
her
home
on
Warren
They
whisper
to
me
of
.courage
to
meet
for
a
fortnight's
visit
at
the
home
she receives much social attention.
least chuckle at the humorous j
/Helen of Boston are guests of Mrs.
Whateer the day may bring
street, following an appendicitis op of his parents.
” Abbie Richardson, Spruce street.
sallies.
I am thankful for the gift of love.
eration at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Jane W Bird entertained
The Boothbay Harbor resident Ls j
Of those I hold most dear;
Miss Constance Snow entertained her Contract Club yesterday, Mrs. And for thc many friends I have—
Mrs. Matthew S. Palka (Margaret
striving
for a light, gay nonchalance
Their
sympathy
and
cheer.
Miss Barbara Newbert started a at a double shower, Thursday night
(Pendleton) and sons Junior and
Mary Newell being guest of honor.
1 am thankful for the boys and girls, and that particular slant is thc
vacation
trip
of
several
weeks
’
dur

I see about each dav;
complimenting Miss Elzada North
Frederick of Hartford. Conn., are
most difficult type of writing for |
Forever I would keep their feet
r guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond ation. Wednesday, when she went and Miss Lucille Rankin. Lovely
From sin's dark stony way.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer M Emery and
a Yankee to achieve. While sophis-1
to
Portland
to
visit
her
aunt
Mrs.
' Awtw- i., .v
linen gifts were concealed in a sus son Ronald of New City, N. Y, ar
Pendleton at Ingraham Hill.
tication docs not ring quite true
I am thankful that ,T can forgive.
Linwood Bussell for two weeks. She pended green and white umbrella
As I hope to 'be forgiven;
rived in the city today for two weeks’
WAYNE MORRIS
to
form
in
a
Maine
Stater,
by
na

last cf all I'm thankful that
Mrs. Elbert A. Harvey of Chest will then go to Newport, R. I., for while a green and white basket vacation. Most of the time they And
1 have a hope In heaven.
ture
doggedly
serious,
a
dash
of
the
PRISCILLA LANE
nut Hill. Mass , is visiting her sister a visit with another aunt, Mrs. contained most attractive kitchen expect to spend at their camp at
Margaret Elwell
trivial is an excellent leavener, and
Spruce Head
Major Julia C. Stimson at Cooper’s James Sherwood, and to New York, articles for Miss North. The table Alford Lake.
Hallet has handled it temperately
It It It Bt
HUMPHREY BOGART
to be the guest of Mrs. Elise Allen appointments
Beach.
were
of
pink,
“WHO IS K. S. F.T"
and in the safe channel of laughing
* HUGH HERBERT
Corner.
flanked by white candles, buffet
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Wey
at himself. If he confines hls mirth
Mrs. Charles L. Jacques, and Mrs.
Editor
of
The
Lyric
Muse:
—
lunch being served. The guests
TODAY
to that quarter the world will be
About 40 of the members of Mrs. were Mrs Stanley Boynton, Miss mouth of Pisherville, Mass., are in
Ladd of Manchester, N. H., were
We would like to have K. S. P.
town
for
the
weekend,
visiting
Mrs
BOB
BAKER
spared
another
satirist.
guests at the Copper Kettle Tues E. F. Glover's Sunday school class Ruth Ward. Miss Ruth Gregory,
in
Arthur S. Littlefield, Mr. Wey often seen in the poetry column of
To
banish
humdrum
existence
with
husbands
and
friends,
were
day and Wednesday.
"WESTERN TRAILS”
The Courier-Gazette, come out
i Miss Eleanor Tibbetts. Miss Eliza
with fancied journcyings afloat and
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Adelle beth Snow, Miss Viola Anderson, mouth's sister .
from behind that camouflage of
afoot, there Is no handier recipe
Miss Della Bentley Bean of Bos Morton at her summer home in
Mrs. George Chcsner of Bangor,
Ralph H. Wight and bride arrive initials. Several, who follow thc than a check mark reminder for
ton is the guest of her sister, Mrs Union. A meeting of the women
Mtss Virginia Snow and Misses tomorrow from Pennsylvania, for a poems, closely, have expressed a
early reading of ’’The Rolling
Willard C. Stinson, 51 Pacific street was held in the afternoon and they Dorothy Linscott of Orr’s Island
visit with Mr. Wight's parents. Mr. strong desire to know who she is.
World."
were joined by the men at supper
The language of K. S. F. is color
Richard Sinclair, son of Mr. and time. In the evening .games were and Mary Ensign of Boston, house and Mrs. 'Pred W. Wight, Clare
—By Kay McDonald
h
ful and her ideas rush down like a
mont street.
Mrs. Richard Sinclair, Brewster played and at the close, a rousing guests of Miss North.
i
*
in
torrent and several have seen much
street, was given a birthday party good sing was enjoyed under the
CLARK ISLAND
A group of friends and relatives talent in her many poems on many
Mrs.
Joseph
Dondis
entertained
at the home of Junior Freeman, 44 leadership of L. A. Walker, with
held a house party Thursday at the subjects, so all who are interested
Chestnut street Thursday afternoon Mrs. Walker at the piano. Tlie at luncheon bridge recently for Mrs.
MLss Hilda Morse of Rockland
Winchenbaugh
cottage. Spruce ln verse, around thc home of The
Ruth
Dondis
Small,
whose
mar

in honor of his first birthday. He home of Mrs. Morton and her sister
spent last weekend with her father
Head,
honoring
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Courier-Gazette, would like to have
was the recipient of many fine gifts, Mrs. Myrtie Judkins formerly of riage was a surprise event of this
Ralph Morse.
mil
ONE NIGHT ONLY
H. Emery, Elizabeth City. N. C. ThLs her make herself known.
Games were played, after which a Rockland, was built by their great month. Die affair was given at
A
20th C«ntwry-Fox Picture
Joseph
Meehan
and
Andrew
Mee

Wc all admire and appreciate the
the Thorndike Hotel, invitations is Mrs. Emery's first visit to Maine.
buffet lunch was served by Juniors grandfather, Nathaniel Robbins one
being issued to 31 guests. Roses in A feature of thc party was a clam steady movement of Elizabeth han of Philadelphia have been here
'mother, Mrs. Earle Preeman who of the early settlers in the town of
GEORGE MURPHY
bake on the beach. Those present Marsh's dear and sensible thoughts on business in connection with thc
had as assistants: Mrs. Cora Lou Union and a faithful supporter of profusion were used as decorations,
PARK FOOT OF TALBOT AVE.
JIMMY DURANTE
were Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Syl which she expresses so ably in the John Meehan & Son quarry.
| Haraden. Leona Wellman and the Universalist Church, which was the guest of honor being presented
vester. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Emery. language of her time.
Mr. and Mr.s. Albert Cameron
, Dicky's mother Mrs. Sinclair. Cake, destroyed by fire some years ago. with a gift. Those winning honors
A PHYLLIS BROOKS
“Summer Eventlme" by Elizabeth and friends .Peter Smith and Fred
at cards were Mrs. Lawrence Miller, James Emery, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
.cookies, punch, sandwiches, ice
EDNA MAE OLIVER
CAPrainHEnRY
Mrs. Samuel Savitt, Miss Ida Sha James H. Emery, Mr. and Mrs. Ogilvie, in the July 23d number, was Trafton of New Durham, N. H„
*cream and candy were served. There
GEORGE BARRIER
Carl
Hilton,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
were
guests
last
weekend
of
Mr.
and
,
a real poem in every way and she
piro, Miss Mildred Schanabel, Mrs
E DWARD ELLIS
I were six large birthday cakes.
Joseph Dondis, Mrs. Ruth Dondis Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nelson, must be an experienced poet for Mrs. James Harrison.
JANE OAR WE 11
Many fine gifts such as toys, cloth
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Crockett.
she gives a wonderful picture of the
Small, Mrs. Anita Goldfarb .Mrs.
El B R E N 0 E L
Mrs. George E. Baum wno attend
ing. books and underwear were re
CALL
Adassie Duke. Miss Ada Green and
land and then touches the most ed the cooking school Tuesday was
ceived by the guest of honor. Those
Round trip tickets to Augusta profound emotion of the reader awarded an electric egg set and Mrs.
NOW PLAYING
Mrs. Milton Pineburg. Out of town
HAVENER
’
S
ICE
CO
Ipresfnt were Mr. and Mrs. Rich“TROPIC HOLIDAY"
guests were Mrs. Bernard Silver. Townsend Club field day will be on when she says “I shall see them no Erland Swanson a bag of groceries.
iird Sinclair and son Richard Mr
TeL 792
with
sale at Dorman’s Shoe Store and more;” “I shall not forget, though
Boyd Morse recently went to New
55*56tf Miss Mildred Schanabel and Mrs.
DOROTHY LAMOUIl
land Mrs. Harold Harlowe, son
Kennedy's;
fare
$1.00
—
adv.
(Milton Fineburg (Etta Dondis) of
I am away.”
York.
RAY MILLAND
laerneley, Mrs. Marion Conary, son
New York and Mrs. Adassie Duke
We all have the same urge to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linquist were
Herman, Mrs. Clara Tripp, daugh
of Brockton, Mass.
write poems like this last, and we guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Fer Beatrice, Mrs. Inez Newhall,
WE BUY
must keep everlastingly at it, Henry Carlson.
Andrew Rikila’s
laughters Mary and Marion, Mrs
thinking, and then revising our
Mrs. Carl Swanson and Mrs. Rilla
25 POPULAR RADIO STARS 25
Mrs.
Lawrence
Barbour
will
sub

lora Sabien. son Avard, Mrs. Mar- New Shoe Repairing Shop
AND SILVER
15 ACTS VAUDEVILLE 15
thoughts until we meet with really Jellison passed last weekend with
stitute at the Ma Belle Beauty
Rockland
Tel. 893
;aret ILindal, son Dicky, daughter
GIRLS MOSTLY GIRLS
Clarence E. Daniels
is at 299 Main St.
good results.
Mrs. Dorothea Gross of Belfast.
Shoppe
for
two
weeks
starting
Mon

Shows
—
Mat.
2.
Evg.
6.45,
8.45.
Margaret, Mrs. Sundstrom, Leona
Prices 15e and 35c
JEWELER
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
Continuous
Sat.
2.15
to
10.45
Pansy
Pugh
Tlie
John
(Meehan
&
Son
plant
day, Aug. 1, while Miss Margaret 370 MAIN ST.
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ROCKLAND
iVellman. Miss Virginia Dodge and
13Btf
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Bucklin and
family of Port Arthur, Texas, are
visiting their parents in Thomas
ton and Warren. They were guests
for a few days of Mr. and Mrs. Pred
Jordan, Broad street.

1
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hl

4

i

’"'Shirley

TEMPLE
ilUTiriLE MUSS

PARK

ROCKLAND

MONDAY, AUG.

ShowBoat

For “ICE” Service

£

OLD GOLD

'.lonald Dodge,

Nutt is on vacation—adv,

Camden, July 27

which has been operating with 250

Every-OtHer-Day
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Page Eight

To Give Is To Live; To Deny Is To Die

The Rockland Community Chest Campaign
FOR

FOR—

RED CROSS NURSING SERVICE

$7,750.00

GIVE
The Rockland Community Chest

Fund is calling. Open your hearts
and purses today in the divine

cause of charity.

Upon the re

sponse from the public depends the

AND

welfare of the local agencies de

SCHOOL DENTAL

voted to the relief of poverty, sick

CLINIC SERVICE

ness and the kindred ills which
blight the lives of the unfortunate.

All good citizens will think of this
CIVIL WAR MEMORIAL

campaign as a privilege, certainly

ASSOCIATION

not as a burden. Therefore, give
freely what you can. And be glad

and proud of the chance to help

GEORGE B. WOOD
Honorary Chairman

W. O. FI LLER
Honorary Chairman

the greatest of all causes.

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN

CAMPAIGN

BOY SCOUTS

HEADQUARTERS

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
THE SALVATION ARMY

COMMUNITY BUILDING

TELEPHONE 860
LEFOREST A. THl'RSTON

MISS LENOREBENNER
Secretary

LUCIUS E. JONES
Chairman Industrial Division

General Chairman

H E. ROBINSON
Treasurer

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Chairman Commercial Division

W. A. NICOL
Campaign Manager

MRS. J. N. SOUTHARD
Chairman Women’s Division

The Community Chest Gratefully Acknowledges The Generous Contribution of This Page
By Rockland Business Firms Listed Below
E. C. MORAN & CO.
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

CLARENCE F. JOY
SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.
JOHN BIRD CO.
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

The Rockland Community Cheat Association, Inc.
$..........................

Rockland. Maine ............................................. 1938.

I hereby agree. In consideration of the services rendered the com
munity by the participating agencies and the gift of others, to pay to the
Treasurer of the Rockland Community Chest Asso^ation, Inc., the sum of
.........................................................................................................................................

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

PERRY’S MARKETS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY
MANSF1ELD-BUTTNER CO., INC.

Dollars

Cash herewith ........................................... . ..........................................................

Pledge Payable ......................................................................................................
Signed .............................................................................................................

Address

.......................................................................................................—

Please make all checks payable to Homer E. Robinson, Campaign
Treasurer

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
ARTHUR L ORNE, INC.
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
CUTLER’S

worroN’s

VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE
BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.
GREGORY’S
W. H. GLOVER CO.
E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c TO $1.00 STORES
COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS
ELMER C. DAVIS

